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INTRODUCTION

This work is an attempt to tell: and in some measure to

intC11.»'0

40.•
•

the story of the relief phase of the New Deal in Kentucky
length the writer encountered difficult . in gi

In a work of this

ustice to the various

agencies in Opel ation.
In the first c‘l'apter the v.Titer
1932 in Kentucky in an atternit to determ,i,

of

ernpi-.asit2

,; (4 Kcrteckians

toward Franklin D. Roosevelt. The development of an integrated system of
public works, through various National and State agencies, is reviewed in the

1

second chapter. With the completion of the third chapter, which emphasizes
the effects of the educational phase of the New Deal on Kentucky, the writer
draws a conclusion on the over-all effects of the relief measures in Kentucky.
The writer is happy to acknowledge his indebtedness to Professoi's
James Bennett, Kenneth Grinstead, and John Minton, who made revisions and

;1
gave invaluable suggestions. He is likewise indebted to Mrs. Granville
Matthews, who gave every page careful scrutiny and who made innumerable
V.

grammatical corrections and contributions

He owes a special debt. to the

staff of the Western Kentucky State College Library and the Kentucky Library
of the same institution. Above all, the writer is indebted to his mother and
father, who through their consideration and encouragement, have made the
completion of the work possible.

ea.
•
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CHAPTER I

KENTUCKY AND THE ELECTION OF 1932

Depressions have characteristically taken the country by surprise;
else speculation, the confident counting on continued expansion, would not have
marked the preceding phase.1 The prosperity of the 1920's produced the
contagious feeling that everyone was meant to get rich, but it was learned in
1929 that this feeling was totally erroneous. The stock collapse of late 1929
may be called the exciting force of the depression. It was merely the

4r.

spectacular signal of the end of the "New Economic Era" of the prosperous
twenties.

2

When the misfortune had struck. the attitude of the time kept

anything from being done about if. This was the most disconcerting feature
of it all.

3
Conditions which prevailed in the depression years following the

stock market crash were almost unbelievable. Money was lacking in the hands
1

Dixon Wecter, The Age of the Great Depression (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1948), p. 23.
Broadus Mitchell, Depression Decade (New York: Rinehart arid
Company, Inc., 1947), p. 27.
3
John Kenneth Galbraith, The Great Crash (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1961), p. 134.

1
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4.

9

of businessmen, and as a result, they were forced to stop or slow down the
wheels of product,en
,- c:-;y.cl,:
money and. ;2,•1 ;

Many workers were thrown out of work; they lacked
-00d: t hey s„ug it v,t

ind were turned dov.n.

and finally their despondence droke them into act!;: ;Ouch nc reased the huri;en
of their families.

4

In Kentucky the situation was not unlike that of the nation

In the

cities renters were evieted for being unable tk.. pay their rent; v.hcreas, the
farmers' prt.tlern ot eeeelei,to oleet nr., j
land which eften

of

evicted families shivered in tents in midwinter

men's led to the

r)!

',hcJ (od1 tields of Kentucky.
while the children went bare-

6
foot. In addition to lack of housing, the lack of food was of major concern
to these people. One Harlan County coal miner stated that his family had
been "eating wild greens, such as Polk salad, violet tops, wild onions,
forget me not wild lettuce and such weeds as cows eat as a cow won't eat
7
a poison weed." When miners in Kentucky, desperately in need, accepted
help from the communist-inspired National Miners Union, these people

4
John Kenneth Galbraith, The Great Crash, p. 134.
'4:Tf•

5

William E. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1963), p. 3.
6

William E.'Leuchtenburg, The Perils of Prosperity (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 195S), p. '2;3
7
Harold Ware and Lement Harris, "In the Jungle." The Nation
CXXXV (1932), 55-

3

brought down the wrath of the nation upon them

8

When conditions became un-

bearalile, if at afl possible they moved in starch of a better area. The pitiful
iyart o ii

t1):11. there •- vere no hotel a tSfoi them to f.:1,1

These tirtstents

t,:nli!-o the 11•nditional hobo, sought not to evad,-- work but to find it. Desperately
is the\ so:••.2.ht

the‘ found none

The II-3
themseh'e

became a problern for the cif ies ond in ord.: tc r ,d

uf ibis !;nrcleil, 1-!-,e mayors

in eoari fo,in-,s and other such places

give them 1.-Aginc..,- fc.r one right
The nexi day the nei 0:" 'you'd buy

the transleni a few gallons of gasoline in return for a prt:nnise iliat he would
move along.

9

Because of the lack of money, most Keirucky- towns and Cities levied
no taxes for the people could not pay them

Instead, the local government

would sell buildings, machinery, and anything else owned by it for the purpose
of raising enough revenue to maintain its officers and to provide some sort
of relief for its people. In many cases, long before any Federal organization
began. Kentucky towns and cities provided menial tasks such as leaf-raking
for which they paid one dollar per day. In Bowling Green, for instance,
when its maor, John B. Rodes, learned that several family breadwinners
on city relief work were using their dollar for the purchase of liquor, he
substituted a ticket for the dollar. This ticket allowed a designated responsible
8I
bid.
9
interview with John B. Rodes, July 14, 1964.

•.1
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person to purchase a dollar's worth of food and clothing for the worker's
family .

10

Other areas of the State had similar problems

and for the most

part. they dealt with the problems in much the same way .
Nationally speaking. one of the distinguishing features of the stock
market crash was the degree lo which it :1-1\ (Axed trillions %Nilo,a gene-ation
before, woold have had no more direct
.1
•

• '4.

4

" thhe

prices of stocks than with the l:,..teEt prices ot

latest speculative

staircases. With this in-

\..Avement and the subsequent ..rash
,
camt a period of 11 -steria and almost
utter chaos. It became appa.rent to all (except the Republican Administration)
that something must be done at the national lex& to save a group of people

4

who, no earlier than 1927 and 1928, had fell themselves destined to rule the
world, at least economically.

11

With this lack of concern on the part of the Republicans came the
belief that a change in administration was mandatory if relief were to be
received by those floundering in their own misery.

12

The Democratic Party

entertained the idea of supporting any one of three men as a candidate for
the Presidency. Those men were Governor James Richey of Maryland,
t

Alfred E. Smith, former governor of New York and Democratic candidate
for President in 1928, and Governor Franklin Delano Roosevelt of New York.
10
Interview with John B. Rodes„July 14, 1964.
11

William E. Leuchtenburg, The Perils of Prosperity; p. 264.

12
Vv'illiarn E. Leuchtenburg, The Pen 15 of Prosperity, p. 264.

5
•14

Roosevelt began campaigning early for the nomination because he felt
it was important to give the people an insight into a program which he believed
would be of inealcu1a!7:le henefit to them

With 1}:is

mind

on ,Tanua.,

6;

•••

1932.

r.d the opening session of the New 'ork legislature as his sounding

board. Governor Roosevelt proclaimed a (repression relic1 pregi am to restoi e
governmenta.! aid. the economic filiertx of the inch\ idaa;
that it would be :iseless

rrie

oiam' 1l oi

He assert:3d
divduai

01: One

,•

:act .

,

iiein!eci Gilt that rr.oi

had

goni--;

and

the kaders in business and government had sh:_mn very lc.o. plans for the
restoration of economic freedom of the individual

13

He was particularly

critical of the school of thought which believed th9.1. American industry and
American business could pull itself out of the slump unaided by Government.

14

This one speech, putting forth the principle that government is
responsible for the level of business activity, caused nation-wide attention
to be focused on the New York Governor. This Rooseveltia.n philosophy was
particularly favorable to those persons whose unfortunate predicament was
that the

v‘ere controlled wholly and solely by American industry.
Equally important in the mind of the Governor of New Yoe; was an

13
Samuel I.Rosenman (ed.), The Public Papers and Addresses of
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Vol. I (New York • Random House, 1938) p. 115.
(Hereafter referred to as Public Papers and Addresses.)
14
Samuel I. Rosenman (ed.), Public Papers and Addresses, Vol. IV,
p. 115.

6

obvious inconsistency in our American economy. On the one hand, could be
seen overproduction of food and clothing, and close by, millions of men and
women lacked the medium fit exchange—rneney—with which to v..a.rd (Ai
starvation and nakedness

With nation-•„\

acceptance of the speech. Roose-

velt supporters took this advantage to enl-,ance the publicity for their candidate.
The first attempt iv the zealous Rooset-eit backers to assert their
•••
4. 7. ••

domination in Democratic circles came at he
on January 7 I919

jaCF son

Day Dinner JP Washington

nois., group en,ered the meeting celebrating as if

their candidate were already nominated for President. He was not yet nominated, and despite all of their noise-makir4-4 they realized that a tremendous
•

task lay ahead of them. They knew that there were many persons over thP
country pressing for the nomination of Governor Richey. They also considered Al Smith, while not openly campaigning for the nomination, to be in
a "receptive" mood, and Roosevelt's supporters realized that Smith still had
an impressive following in the ranks of the Democratic Party. This knowledge
of the political following of these Presidential aspirants placed the Kentucky
convention delegation as a prize to be sought by contending candidates;

4
however, evidence was at hand that Kentucky leaders already had launched
plans of their own. For one thing, it developed that Senator Alben W.

f

Barkley had been approached concerning Barklev-for-President instructions.
and that. though unwilling to take a hand himself, he had not discouraged the

15
The Courier Journal (Louisville), January b, 1932.

7

project.
•••

16

Regardless of the interest shown in Barkley's future. Kentucky

political leaders showed their attitude tow5rd Roosevelt. when both the House
and Senate of the Kentucky General AssemIA\ passed a resolution inviting
the
New York Goyt---:rnor to address a joint session of the Legislature at his earlies
t
convenience. Al Smith's statement that. it selected by the Democratic Party,
he would acoopt the nomination, 1-•.ad no noticeable effect on Roosevelt's
standing in E,
:
- -tuck. ..As proof of this. Borolab!e Ruby Lafoon. Governor
of Kentuck-

an-lo•oiced Th;:i :Ae h,-.pcd the

send to the Demecrar.c National Convention
velt for President.

Ccrjventc

n

LOULSVIlie

delegation instructed for Roose-

17

Contrary to earlier predictions, Senator Barkley, in a letter to
James H. Richmond, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, explained
that he did not wish to have the Kentucky delegation instructed for him. He
added that this was no time for compliments to so-called favorite sons, and
predicting the nomination and election of Roosevelt, he proposed to the
Democratic Party that instead of attempting to stop a nomination which
manifestly the people favored, they should unite to bring it about. 18
Expressing the desire that the Democratic State Convention in Kentucky
choose delegates to the National Convention who would receive favorably
the
16
The Courier-Journal (Louisville),,Ianuary 8, 1932.
17
The Park City Daily News (Bowling Green), March 22, 1932.
18
The Courier-Journal (Louisville), March 23, 1932.

•

instructions to help procure Roosevelt's nomination. he continued by characterizing Roosevelt
a man who can appeal to the imagination of the people, and at Ile
same time, offer hope of reai ccurag.,:. real
real
understanding of the people's needs and the ability to cr:% stallize them into action and relief.
"
These statements exemplifying Rarkle's pro -Roosevelt feelings, gave
impetus to discussion of the Kentuckian as a possible nominee tor %ice
President in the event 13.c., !--evelt - as selc., led as Detre.rat!c standaro--bearer
At about the:, same time. UreL. V.

fotmer Democratic Nationt.,1

Committeeman for Kentucky. voiced the bf_dief that the disposition among sonic
Kentuckians to send an uninstructed delegation to Chicago was rapidly dying
out. These events led most people to believe that Roosevelt's position in
Kentucky was fortified solidly on all fronts.
In order to put the State Roosevelt Jrganization into shape, Jame:3
H. Richmond was selected as chairman of that organization in Kentucky.
This selection was made at the request of campaign leaders at Governor
Roosevelt's New York headquarters and on the solicitation of many Kentucky
supporters. Upon announcement of his selection, Richmond expressed unalterable faith in the New York Governor's leadership in combating the vital
social and economic: problems that remained to be solved. 20 The stalwart
19
The Courier-Journal (Louisville). March 23, 1932.
20
The Park
City Daily News (13o ling Green), March 24, 1932.
_

c

9

forces backing Roosevelt were seeking three objectives at the Democratic
State Convention, the chief objective being an instructed delegation to the
National

CC:Ii

Other objectives in the

elitien for the New York Go% u: or

Roosevelt program were the selection of Governor Lalloon as temperaQ
chairman of the
chairman.

State

Convention snd Senator harkle, as the permanent

91

Kentuck-2.'s twenty-six votes at the Nstionai Convention weie assured
for Governor Roosevelt \;hen ninetv-six o.it of one hundred eighteen County
conventions instructed their delegates to vote for him

Statistically

at the

county level 16.4) of the 1906 convention votes were cast for Roosevelt.
Roosevelt received an additional boost when the Democratic Women's Cie
of Kentucky concurred in the action taken by the Democratic State Convention.
Kentucky was compensated for its support when Barkley was selected
as Keynote speaker at the National Convention

The leaders of the Party had

agreed not to make Prohibition a strict Party question but to leave it to the
people to deal with as they saw fit. This agreement seemed to be generally
accepted until about the time the Convention opened. Then suddenly the Wet
forces from the big cities started a movement to
form making Prohibition a Party question.
21

23

write

a plank into the plat-

With the Party's decision to

The Courier -Journal (Louisville) April 3, 1,932.

22
The Courier-Journal (Louisville). Apill 10, 1932.
23
Cordell Hull, The i'vhqiioirs of Cordell Hull, Vol. I (New York:
The 1+.1acmillan Company, 1948), p. 152.

10

come out for outright repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment., Barkley, as Key'•
t! •

noter. was put in an unfortunate situation
Barkley

had

it 'as a known fact that Senator

voted for the Amendment, and that he had gone so tar as to make

speeches in Kentucky for the Anti-Saloon League

The big question in most

people's minds was how the Senator from Kentlickv could come out for such an
absolute reversal of his previous convictions.
In the address he calmed all fears by proposing re-submission which
•'T

would entail neither layering nor opposir, repeil on his part. The reldress
gained nation-wide approval.

24

However

it

vas

not received the same way in

the offices of the Courier-Journal. Although the address was delivered by a
native Kentuckian, the only statement it evoked from the Louisville paper vas
one which expressed the uselessness of such an address in the first place. The
paper stated that . .
this keynote was just like all others, for it attributed all things good
to the speaker's political party and all things bad to the opposing
party.25
Furthermore, the LouiSville paper commented that such an address was always
delivered by someone who had no authority to commit the party to anything;
hence, its only function was to provide some politician an excellent opportunity

24

New York Times, June 28, 1932. p. 1.
Chicago Tribune, June 28, 1932
Nashville Tennesseean, June 29, 1932.
The Courier-Journal (Louisville) , June 28, 1932.

11

to display his oratorical ability.
The Paducah Democrat, for the moment at least. was Kentucky's
favorite son

the Courier-journal notwithstai4ling

A perusal of the collection

of Barkley Pap:.-rs including telegrams from notable as yell as obscure
Kentuckians. in•osented evidence to this eifet .

,

Although ini.iny Kentuckians

agreed with the indictments made against tile Republican Poly there were

k.

a few criticisms of the address itself
same veir expressed hy the famed humorist

criticisms were mainly in the
Will Rogers, when he said . .

they called it a Keynote Address. but that was no address; it was
a four volume book read to a bunch of tired delegates v.ho had
already decided who they were going to nominate. 26
As a result of an agreement between the Roosevelt forces and the
California delegation by which the former group agreed to support John Nance
Garner of Texas as Vice Presidential nominee, Roosevelt was nominated on
the fourth ballot.

27

As expected, he received all twenty-six of Kentucky's

votes. Immediately following the nomination the Kentucky branch of the
Women's Organization for National Prohibition Reform announced its endorsement of the nominee.
The Democratic Party opened the 1932 campaign confident, of victory,
as the crash of 1929 had made a mockery of Republican claims to being "the
96

The

Courier-Journal (Louisville) June 2S 1932.

27
Cordell Hull, The Memoirs of Cordell Hull, Vol. I, p. 152.

,

12
,,28
party of prosperity.
With the formality of nomination out of the way.
Roosevelt began his campaign speeches, attacking the inequities which had
been allowed to increase in the American economic system
delivered by radio from the Executive Mansion in Albany

lie, Iii Si speech.

invoked the relief

plank, regarding which he said that he advocated
extension of Federal credit to the Stales to provide uncmplo.y ment
relief wherever the diminishing resources of the States make it
impossible fnr them to provide for the needy exp:nsion of the Federal program of necessary and useful construction effected with a
public interest . . and advance planning of public works 29
Kentuckians, like Americans from all areas, accepted optimist icall3 this
statement of belief because it presented a plan for immediate aid, and with
the exception of the repeal plank, they accepted the Democratic Platform.
However; the Democratic stand on the question of repeal was cause for
much difference of opinion in the Bluegrass State.
With the rise of the repeal question in Kentucky, it was determined
that thousands of Kentuckians in both political parties, in voting for candidates
for Congress, would vote for them not as Republicans or Democrats; not as
proponents of this or that theory of economic rectification, depression

• t•

remedy, or governmental reform; but solely as supporters of the Eighteenth
Amendment and the accompanying Volstead Act. Hence, in ordei that the

,

28
William E. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D Roosevelt and the New peal,
29
Samuel 1. Rosenman (ed.), The Year of Crisis.. 1933, Vol 1V7
The Public Papers and Addresses of Franklin D. Roosevelt p. 663.

•:"1"

a
•••

13

,instituents might know the candidatesiviews on repeal, two organizations,
A Commit t. y of One Thousand Supporting the Eighteenth Amendment, and
the Women'- Orgini;:ati-n for Nattooal Probilution Reform. sent questionnaires
asking

et:ndidates to commit themselves on the ,vet.-dry 1:-sue.

At first.

twent:t -four ot tht mem::--,eyen and later ai! Democratic Congressional
candidaies on the :late in Kentucky pledged themseh es to vupport the
r
••••
or. No

Democratic Platform

including the rcTe3I oink

30

Con2.4eel!ertly, dry

advocate•-; iloli-ited out that the dry voters in the 1•37:ate would have 70 go nutF•ide
the Den,i,.•!...1:c Congressional slate :r) volt
candida?e

AWsuW

States Senate

1o.:' drV

rdidateS.

One such

Barkley. \vho \,••as ruunng for re-election to the United

did not favor outright i epeal even though he subscribed to the

platform. Ii he tavored the resubmission as a solution for the issue
Judge Robert W. Bingham, publisher of the Louisville CourierJournal, early in the campaign predicted a Roosevelt victory in Kentucky.
Accordingly, as Roosevelt made his first two speeches on the campaign trail,
editorials appearing in this paper attested to Bingham's faith in the New York

,••••

Governor. The Courier - Journal editorially declared Roosevelt's Columbus,
Ohio. addiu s to be one which demonstratell"tih‘ughtful, careful preparation,"
and then following his agricultural speech delivered at Topeka. another
editorial d,..iclared that ''eve it though the si • h contained no specific proposals
for legislation. certainly ho practical poll,

3O

ir 1
,
.,, ,
Ifirroa-vo.- •

"
.hich

a man ot Roosevelt's

The Courier Journal (1,4mis% die) Augunt 2, 1932.

14

intelligence and ideals could adopt would make conditions worse."31 Likewise,
the paper classified the candidate's railroad poll( y , which had been pi esented
in an address at Salt Lake City, as "most definite and «instructix e, a program.
32
withal, practicable, and altogether sound."
From these few examples it
becomes rather obvious that the Courier -Journal was a staunch supporter of
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
The New York Governor had what v. -is, perhaps the stfongest backing
of his fellow-Democrats ii Kentucky of an

candidate for President s•nce

Woodrow Wilson. Practically all Kentucky Democrats of present or past
political position stumped the State in his Imhalf

One such supporter, former

Governor and Senator J. C. W. Beckham, in a speech delivered at WinchWer
proclaimed that unemployment was one of the vital issues of the campaign,
and he gave misconduct and mismanagement of the Government by the
Republican Party during the last twelve years as the cause. Beckham added
that "the only way to scare the American people is to threaten them with
33
another four years of Hoover."
As Beckham and many others intimated, the campaign issues for
Congressional candidates from Kentucky took on the aspect of national affairs.

1

One characteristic of the Congressional race conspicuously absent was emphasis
31_
fhe Courier-Journal (Louisville), September 16, 1932.
32
The Courier-Journal (Louisville), September 18, 1932.

•

33
The Park City Daily News (Bowling Green), October 21, 1932.

15

on local or state-wide problems. Such problems remained, for the most part.
lInmelitioccd

tl-:ey were prevalent on rr.c ainu.; scene ..is Yell. Statr.!
l'.ce.0.1 -al.v

e

:.err,.

•-

7:ne •.iat

conditions than with ic,r al or S:ate
As a ,7,art o: eanipaign strategy Ror,cieveit made
()etcher in 5!:
•ratto

::): t tc

strengthen

to i<entuc',-..
Js.

1

".

Trel%:=InOE to ,-necl out at

.,_11 0 the State.
in Octoier. following an address in Cynthiana. Bari-ley was asked
to explain his so-called "reversal" of opinion concerning the Eighteenth
Amendment. In answer to that request, the Paducah Democrat stated that
.

p

there has never been any secret about my stand on this question.
There is no secret now. During my N'hole life I have been personally dry. I am such today. I voted for the Eighteenth Amendment when it was submitted to the states for their adoption or rejection. I said at that time that even if I did not believe in it, I
would vote to submit it to the people of the states for their determination. I was not afraid to trust the people then. I am not afraid
to trust them now.35
This statement and its unequivocal answer as to his beliefs brought a sigh of
relief to all supporters of Barkley, both Democratic and Republican.
This
was deemed by his supporters in both parties as a logical and convin
cing
34
-.T1-.o Park City Daily News (Bowling Green),
r 23, 1932.
35
Speech delivered by Alben W. Barkley at Cyntilian.a, Kentucky,
October, 1932 (in the Barkley Collection at the University of Kentuc
ky
Library, Lexiigton).

'

•

,
;

•
r t
•
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•

argument for his unusual behavior as the keynote speaker at the Conventi
on.
The Courier-.Tourral took this opportunity to champion Bail:ley as the man in
the Senate ••-:-.••

:i;

r

',ow*

Crie repeal
:I

:;.

.:ar,,,
publisher and

0.)ple

:-

vv

o

r.-,arily in th,:•ii enTllais on the idea of repeal. The Republicans, while
•:**1*.

feeling that the majority of Kentuckians opposed repeal, placed major emphasi
s
on that question. On the other hand, Democrats, while putting little emphasi
s
on repeal, stressed the urgency of the national economic situation and presented their plans for alleviating it. Reverend E. L. Mitchell, Baptist
minister of London, Kentucky, declared that "the economic question is the
main issue in the present campaign" and admonished voters not to be misled
by "minor matters in the political platforms."37 This action would lead one
to conclude that, as the Democrats had sugested. the economic condition
of the State was urgent.
Just prior to the election. the Courier-Journal, in an entire section,
36
The Park City Daily News (Bowling Green), October 7, 1932.
37
The Courier -Journal (Louisville), October 19, 1932.

17

contrasted the Democratic and Republican candidates. This resulted in a
bitter denunciation of the latter party. in which the following accusa,ions were
made:
A change in the national govei-nrnent is ihe 'i1ai need of the nation.
The Republican philosophy of government has been tried for
twelve (--.:Lirs and found ruin.,us The 1‘, =ilt has been to bring
upon this !p,- Tercus people a disastrous and droiongcri perhd
of hard times. There have been flagrant examples of favoritism
in goverrir.c,:l. Concessions have bean gi anted to those of wealth
and influence. Subsidies have been extended to promote unhealthy
coneentratiOn ei ueallh. Efforts to justity this poLe7, Las bera
ahh s arnasLc.:
base,:
,-pi\
Leiief that as
percolate don throL4.,i,
.-atiSi'y
at the bolt
faliae.;
!•:- ecr:.- has been de menFtrated. The
c lator Jails
to i..,ercolate. 38

,.•

t-

On the eve of the election the same press characterized the campaign as
having been "distinguished by the aggression and vigor of the Democratic
candidate's challenges and the desperation of his Republican opponent's
defense."39
;
When the full effect of the industrial depression fell in 1931 and 1932,
Kentucky reacted powerfully against the man it had so emphatically endorsed
four years before. The largest number of Kentuckians in its political history,

4
983,063, poured to the polls. This vote, while representing 67 per cent of

,

40
the potential electorate. was 13,000 more than had been cast in 19241.
38
The Courier-Journal (Louisville), October 30, 1932.
:39
The Courier-Journal (Louisville), November 7, 1(.132.
,10
Jasper B. Shannon and Ruth McQuown, Presidential Politics In
Kentucky, 1624-194S (Lexington: Bureau of Government Research, linivei sity
of Kentucky, 1950), p. 109.

• A,
do.

464..

•

V

OS

VOkCS

:a every nne.

it

t Pfr

.vinninq rnarains heina cot ennci rie.r ably

18
The winner, Roosevelt, carried ninety-five of the State's one hundred twenty
41
counties, and received a plurality of 185,858, another record for Kentucky.
Although more Kentuckians went to the polls than ever before, there
were obvious inconsistencies which should be explained. In some areas the
number of voters increased greatly, while in other areas it declined.
Naturally, Kentucky, with an increasing population, was expected to have
an increase in the number of eligible voters. One would then question where
the declines were; where the increases were; and what the reasons for each
could be.
The increases came in extremely rural counties of northern Kentucky
42
These were
and in the eastern hills which were always loyally Democratic.
counties which would not support Alfred E. Smith in 1928, but religion,
drought, and depression caused them to rebound to the Democratic fold with
great vigor. The declines cre from strong Republican areas. In these
rock-ribbed Republican areas, considerable numbers refrained from voting
rather than cross the ticket. There were many changes which occurred in the
counties. In fact, no fewer than sixty-eight counties shifted from Republican
43
to Democratic majorities.
Although the Republicans did not lose all counties,
41

Jasper B. Shannon and Ruth McQuown, Presidential Politics in
Kentucky, 1824-1948, p. 110.
42
Jasper B. Shannon and Ruth McQuown, Presidential Politics in
Kentucky, 1824-194S, p. 109.
43
Jasper R. Shannon and Ruth McQuown, Presidential Politics in
Kentucky, 1824 -1948.1 p. 111.
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they lost votes in every one, with their winning margins being cut considerably
in those. For instance, in 1928, Henderson County voted 53 per cent Republican, but four years later it voted 69 per cent Democratic.

This, while

not being substantially true everywhere in the State, indicated the nature of
the changes that took place.
In explaining Roosevelt's as well as Barkley's sweeping victory in
Kentucky, the Courier-Journal proclaimed it to be not primarily a victory for
the Democratic Party, but more than that, a victory for the American people
in their rebellion against an administration under which they had suffered
45
unspeakable hardships.
All in all, the Democrats won their most resounding
victory in Kentucky in more than a half century. The year 1932, therefore,
marked a turning point in Kentucky's political history.
Kentucky, as a political entity, had played a part in the new President's
success. In order to observe what benefits Kentucky derived from having helped
4.3.4

Roosevelt, the writer delves into some of the agencies of the New Deal as they
involved Kentucky.

r."4.

44
Jaspe • B. Shannon and Ruth McQuown, Presidential Politics in
Kentucky, 1824-1948, p. 110.
45
The Courier-Journal (Louisville), November 10, 1932.
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Almost half a cclitury after 1!.

the happy

phrase, Forgotten Man, was revived by campaign publicity and made to (10
service in the cause of the Democratic nominee for the Presidency. The ,hrase
was clothed with a new meaning in which major emphasis was placed upon D
rather than upon C. Roosevelt proclaimed that . .
These unhappy times call for the building of plans that rest upon the
forgotten . . . for plans like those of 1917 that build from the bottom
up and not from the top down, that put their faith once more in the
Forgotten Man at the bottom of the economic pyramid.2

1William Graham Sumner, What Social Classes Owe to Each Other
(Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton Printers, Ltd.. 1954), p. 107.
2Radio Address delivered from Albany. April 7, 1932. Samuel I.
Rosenman (ed. ), Public P?pers and Addresses, Vol 1, p. 625.
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The leader, who, in his inaugural address, had pledged himself to a "New
Deal," sought a method by which the so-called Forgotten Man could attain
freedom from the oppression of a ruggedly individualistic economic system
in which the mere possession of wealth was its own justification.
In his campaign address delivered at Columbus. Ohio, on August
20, 1932, Roosevelt described the socio-economic condition of the nation in
this manner:
We find twc-thirds of Ameiican industry concentrated in a few
hundred corporations, and actually managed by not more than five
human individuals. We find a great part of our working population
with no chance of earning a living except by grace of this concentrated
industrial machine; and we find that millions and millions of Americans
are out of work, throwing upon the already burdened Government the
necessity of relief. 3
This statement describes the overall national scene; nevertheless, the economic
condition in Kentucky was no different. The conditions in Kentucky were accurately described by HarperiGatton, Administrator of the Kentucky Relief
Commission, when he said that. .
splendid men and women are being almost destroyed by a poverty
so grim that the like of it has never been seen in this country.
Hundreds of people in the congested areas of population in Kentucky
are living on city refuse like beasts of the jungle. In the mountains
of Kentucky children have been starved so long that their stomachs
have shrunk so that they are unable to drink a pint of milk at one
time.
Homeless, cheerless, hopeless, half-starved and cold, these
Kentucky families are being crushed into the very earth. In the
3Sarcuiel I. Hosenman (ed ), Public Pavers and Addresses. Vol. I,
p. 679.
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course of four cruel wiWers, private resources have been exhausted
in the State, and life insurance policies have been borrowed on to the
very limit. Many homes have been abandoned, and private possessions
sold. 4
Since Kentucky had contributed proportionately to the Roosevelt victory,
all Kentuckians felt that, if there were any rewards granted, the Bluegrass State
deserved its share. Naturally, the benefits to be derived from a national administration come in the form of policies advocated and supported from that
level and in some way, directly or indirectly, affecting the inhabitants of the
State.
The policies so far outlined by the new President covered many areas,
but perhaps the most immediate was the Administration's plan for relief. As
the writer has attempted to point out, the Roosevelt plurality in Kentucky was
largely acquired through Roosevelt's plan for, and Kentucky's need of, relief.
The tragic irony in the economic situation, as Roosevelt saw it, was
not the result of drought, flood, earthquake. or the destruction of productive
equipment or manpower. 5 For even at this time, Kentucky had a superabundance of raw materials and equipment for the manufacture of goods, but
its facilities stood idle while thousands of able-bodied Kentuckians in dire
need clamored for the opportunity to work. Hence, the nation could no
longer afford to permit its economy to be controlled by that small group of
4The Courier -Journal (Louisville). August 13, 1933.
5Samuel I Rosenman (ed. ), Public Papers and Addresses. Vol. I,

p. 643.
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men whose understanding of social welfare was tinctured by the fact that they
could make huge profits from the manipulation of goods and services needed
for a happy and prosperous life.
Ways had to be found to administer the resources of the country and
to distribute wealth more equitably, and national planning seemed to be the
nearest thing to an answer to the economic ills of the country. When the new
Democratic Administration assumed the reins of government, the number of
unemployed in Kentucky was unmatched in the history of the State. 6 In addition,
untold numbers of "employed" persons in the State were "sharing" their work
with others, which meant that they worked only part time and suffered reductions
in wages accordingly. With similar conditions existing in most areas of the
United States, the new leader felt some sort of relief to be urgently needed.
He had been one of the first to recognize the responsibility of the National
Government for relief of the dtstitute. In explanation, he said:
The National Government owes a positive duty that no citizen shall
be permitted to starve.7
To meet these immediate needs and to prevent starvation, the Washington government spent millions of dollars on direct material relief, supplying
the jobless with food, clothing and fuel. Roosevelt, believing that unearned

6Annual Report of the Kentucky Emergency Relief Administration,
Work Division (Louisville: Kentucky Emergency Relief Administration,
1$_340), p. 8.
7 Address in Boston. Octobcc
31, 1932. Samuel I. Rosenman (ed.).
Public Papers and Addresses. Vol. I, p. 851.
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income eroded character, sought to replace the dole, the traditional method
of dealing with the !)rohlein, with work relief

He had put this belief into
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Uall% lki:kins. a mnn who had

carried on the relief program in New York for the then Governor Roosevelt,
FEW set in motion plans to purchase

000.000 worth of surplus food

and clothing for distribution to the unemployed. In addition, more than
100.000,000 pounds of cured pork for similar distribution were included
in the program. 9
The major purpose of FERA was to augment the depleted revenues
of the states, leaving the local administrators free to use the money
for
direct or work relief in any manner they saw fit. It was to cooperate with
the states in the relief of unemployed by making grants to each state equal
to one-third of the amount. that the state spent on unemployment
relief.

8Samuel I. Rosenman (ed.). Public Papers •.ind Addresses.

Vol. I,

p. 852.
9Charles A.
Beard and George H. E. Smith, The Future Comes
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1933), p. 28.
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FERA had an educational work relief program in addition to direct relief.
cducatiori.11

esta.)ii!•-•zhed
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to reduce the berden of kcal charities and relief organizti , uis.
Kentucky's relief needs were made rather obvious by the fact that
Governor Ruby Laffoon filed with the Reconstruction Finance Corporation an
application for a $1.107.093 loan for meeting relief needs in 1932.

11

The

Kentucky Relief Commission, operating under FERA after June 1, 1933,
functioned in 115 Kentucky counties. After a county's application had been
approved by the Kentucky Relief Commission, a field supervisor visited the
county and requested each of five representative groups to select a member
for service on a County Relief Committee. Among these groups were business

:latty Augusta Nance, "Kentucky Emergency Relict- Administration
Educational Camp for Unemployed Girls" (unpublished Master's thesis,
Western Kentucky State College, 1936), p. 15.
11
The Courier Journal (Louisville), December 18, 1932.
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and professional men. county and city officials, and women's and service club
.,
e,

officers

Alter the peopic of the county l!lci W‘ected their commiltee. nr.

office
.4

r. -

nf.c.OFsitn.-=

-•ve re(ic
slogan. "No gi, ..t!(1•;,
lessen the amount that those on relief hicilo spend for food. 13
4

This State venture, while not over1V endowed with funds, was quite
successful in warding off the immediate dangers forced on the many unemployed in Kentucky. Merchant's generally participated enthusiastically in
the program, regardless of the paper work which participation entailed.
The merchants did, however, receive a benefit from this program, which
enabled Kentuckians to purchase commodities which otherwise would have
remained on the slie2ves.

12Commonwealth of
Kentucky, Annual Report. of the Kentucky_
Emergency Relid Administration. Work Division (Louisville. Kentucky
Emergency lid id Adininistration, 1 935. p. 4.
13Annual Report of the Kentucky Emergency Relief Administration
p. 4.
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Although it was a strong effort by the Federal Government to remedy
anL
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1.the Federal Emergency lel d _Administration was hampered
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1":,perience convinced the President by the close of 1934 that the
Government's relief activities, hurriedly devised to meet an urgent need,
required overhauling. Addressing Congress on January 4, 1935, Roosevelt
called for a rapid tapering off of direct. relief and the substitution of socially
valuable undertakings for the trivial tasks which had busied many of the
jobless. 15
At length, Congress responded with a new arrangement which entailed
7,
,inidation of the Federal Emergency Relief Administr:itic.n'z., program of
Federal grants to the states and the establishment of a system under firm

t•\i,

1 -III:. rry !Icpkins, s.',;:endin(r to Save
.,.., 1Compan:, , Inc. , 1936), p. 23.

Norton

York. \V

15U. S. , Conv.ressional Record. 74th Cong. . 1st S
LXX1X, Part 1, p. 94.
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centralized control. This system, known as the Public Works Administration,
appears later in the discussion.
Ti his In.,ti!,,ural
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explaining- his philosophy ef a work relief program. He explained that ihet•e
was a certain degree of self-respect that must be maintained, and he eon-,
tinued by repeating his opinion that direct aid eradicated that self-respect,
That Kentuckians agreed with this philosophy whole-heartedly, was attested by
the fact that persons in need asked for a chance to earn the money rather than
have it given them. 17 The idea of relief money for constructive work was
not new to Kentuckians on relief for the Kentucky Relief Commission had
required some work in return for aid received.
With the approval of a $3,300,000,000 appropriation for the PuNie

16Semue1 1. Rosenman fed ), Public Pa_pers and Addresses, Vol. II,
j.

13
17interview with John B. Hodes. July 14, 1964.

Works Administration, Kentucky's unemploy
ed laborers felt that permanent
relief was in sight. 18 The Kentucky affil
iates of labor unions expressed
their del igh

ith the action from Washinu-sou

previously expressed their dilemma.
19
were skeptical :;- bout the id

of public

just as boldly as they had

ever. because of those who
in a dem essio:
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,f the lpob:ic Work

'r

pi. '4 ram. the 17nited States was

divided into :en regions with Kentucky bein
g a part of region ten.

The

tenth region included Tennessee. West
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware,
Virginia, and North Carolina, as well
as Kentucky. 21 With the designation
of regions came also a list of regional
directors, who replaced the proposed
state administrators.

Although the Bluegrass State was thus on
the western

rim of the region, a study of the grouping
led Senator Barkley to announce
that he would seek to convince Harold
L. Ickes, Chairman of the Special
Board for Public Works, that Louisvil
le would he as convenient for

18 The Courier-Journal (Louisville),
April 6, 1933.
19—
ine Courier-Journal (Louisville?, May
20, 1933.
"David Cushman C_'oyie no:4(1s to a !ce
,
•.r- erica (T3oston:
Little, Brown and Company. 1938). p.
327.
21 The

Courier-Journal (Louisville). July 26,
1933.
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regional headquarters as any other city in the region. Despite
Barkley's
effort. Ilichino!.(1. Virginja

was selected as the regional headquarters. and
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could be furnished Crr»n The Army, wouJd come from a state ol.hor

in

which he was to supervise the works program. This was done to safegu
ard
against favoritism caused by local influences.
The philosophy behind this idea of public works was one of "priming
the pump." This attempt, through Government spending, to revive
the purchasing power of the people caused the engineers who were planni
ng public
works projects an additional problem. In addition to seeking solutio
a
n to
the mechanical problems, they had to pass judgment
on the economic justification
•

of each project.
Upon completion of the state PWA organizations. Ickes appointed
advisory boards for each of them. The board of Kentucky consisted
of:
22The
Courier-Journal (Louisville), July 26, 1933.
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'Wiley B. Bryan, Louisville; H. St. G.

T.

Carmichael, Kyrock; and James

G. Stone, Lexington. 23 These men were charged by Ickes with the duty of
rcing able to say '.11(!"
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The following were qualifications for PWA projects. iirst. social
desirability and relation to coordinated planning; second, relation to unemple7ment and industrial recovery in the State; third, engineering and technical

soundness of the projects; fourth, qualifications for being started at once and
24
completed with reasonable speed; fifth. proximity to centers of unemployment.
A

project needed to be socially desirable in the sense of contributing some-

thing of value to the equipment of the community, particularly to the point
of not being in the "make-work" category. The PWA in Kentucky exludecl those
projects which, while providing necessary work and making a contribution
1
•

to the community, would require for their maintenance or operation an additional

23

T1)e Courier-Journal (Louisville), July 27, 1933.

24
Marietta Stevenson and Lucy Brown, Federal and State Leg_islatioR
for Uncaployment Relief and National Recover/.(Chicago: Public Administration
Service, 1933), p. 11.
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outlay by the Federal Government.25
One of the chief problems ot the PWA jn its early stages was that,
in order to asccmin that mor..-j•
subject to much rd tape.

proposals were

.•$,

As a direct result of this complexity of administration,

the Civil Wori,:s ,A.cizninistration, a kind of primitve puOlic works on a direct
basis, was formed

Iis• the end ci Septemier. 1

red tape and millions of farnii(-s lacing the comieg
nt .

Harry Hopkins

h the PNV
inter

\s'1111

ii

mired in
hope of

csident was lit_
to launch a vast program of work relief

In cri.ating the

Civil Works Administration. the President took $400,000,000 from the PWA
funds to get the program under way.26

Within thirty days the CWA was a thriving concern and a means of
living for 4,000,000 men and their families. 27 The hastily prepared projects
to start the CWA program were not in the nature of capital investment, but
were more for repairs or maintenance. A few counties, however, showed
well balanced programs, and these can be credited to the interest and
initiative of the local officials. On the other hand, some counties showed
very poor programs, probably because of the lack of local contribution,

25The Courier-Journal (Louisville), June 23, 1933.
26C. S. , Statutes at Lar•re, XLVIII, Part I, p. 351.

27 Arthur D. Bayer, Public Works in Prosperity and Depression
(New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1935), p. 24.
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poor financial conditions, or lack of initiative of local officials 28
The method used by MA in prexidinp, unemployment relief was
based on the population and the number on FERA relief in odeli county. It
was therefore natural that the more densely populated districts would have
the greatest expenditures.

The difference bezwecn the urban labor rates

and the rural labor rates accounts for some of the va iations in expenditures
per capita over the State.
By comparing the percentage of fan.1• ,,. earried lw the FEitA
during the peri(x1 in which the CNVA operated tvith the same period of
the
•
1

previous year, the effect of work relief, if one may call it that, on direct
relief may be appraised. In fact, in ninety-one counties the percentage
of families carried on direct relief by the FERA decreased during the
CWA
period while it increased in twenty-nine counties. 29 Of the twenty-nine
counties, however, eight were not carried on direct relief by the FERA
during the 1932-33 period. From these figures one can easily deduce
that the CW,N, while not intended as a permanent measure, did reduce

•1

the load of the FERA and allowed the PNVA enough time to ready itself
for the job ahead.

2PSummary of Federal Projects in Kentucky. Prepared by ATherk
W. P,arkl(.y (leeated in the Bj
C
(.)!. :it the University of Kt. ritneky
Library, Lexington), p. 2. (Hereafter referred to as Barkley Papers,
Federal Projects in Kentucky.)
29Barkley Papers, Federal Projects in Kentucky, p. 2.
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The work provided under the CWA proved to be of little social value.
The projects were in most cases in the "make-work" category, such as leafraking, which in the end demoralized the unemployed and brought about a
waste of funds and heavy public criticism. Then, in response to this criticism,
Roosevelt in mid-January, 1934, determined that the CWA would have to end:
however, enough money was obtained to carry the agency through the winter."
Upon completion of the Civil Works Administration program in April,
1934, the Kentucky Emergency Relief Administration Work Division was initiated
to provide work for employable persons receiving public aid. 31 This step was
the result of careful and extensive surveys which proved conclusively that not
only were the employable clients averse and inherently opposed to accepting
unearned help, but thinking public officials throughout the States were anxious
to obtain lasting results in the form of public improvements in return for
the Federal, State, and local funds so disbursed.
At the start of the program the skeleton State staff was composed
'4

of the Director, Associate Director, and a small staff of examining engineers
with no field representatives. Because of the large number of counties and
the lack of facilities for mail and transportation service, particularly in
the mountainous sections of Eastern Kentucky, it proved to be impractical

30Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. , The New Deal in Action, 1933-38
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1939). p 6.
31 Annual Report of the
Kentucky Emergency Relief Administration,

VI I

P. 5-
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might be done
to disburse from the State office. 32 In order that disbursing
ely three counties
more efficiently, foAy area offices, comprised of approximat
control. (ItsIt were established for the purpose of genorzl .tdrninistrativo
Lursing, and providing neyded loc.1.1 engine
of the State into forty

This di' ision

sup(

rea offices proved to

And

in an endeavol to

number of areas
reduce the adrainisirative expense to a mjnim:r,n,fj,e
ators of the projects,
reduced to thirty and ultimately to twenty. 33 As admtnizil
and

a hierarchy of officials was es•:Ibished. ;:ntl ti.
i-esponsibi1it5 iN as left to the lower otticials slJok-ed that there

as

Sate

control.
basically
So far as regulations were concerned, the KERA operated
cts upon privath
under the same rules as did the Federal projects. No proje
governmental
property or sponsored by other than tax supported State or local
to this such as
units were accepted. There were, of course, a few exceptions
term lease by
airports on leased property and work on property under longthe State Fish and Game Commission. 34
of Kentucky
Because of the poor financial condition of the majority
but once under
counties, the program was very difficult to put into operation,
39.Annual Report of the Kentucky Emergpcy Relief Administration,
p. 5.
Administration,
33Annuai Report of the Kentucky Emergency Relief
P. 5.
34Annual Report of the Kentucky Emergency Relief Administration,
P. 5.
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way the type and ecoaomic value of projects steadily improved. This difficulty
was made more serious by very low monthly salary available to workers and
lack of skilled pc,rsons on the relief lists.
-1
-

Selection of workers frcm certified lists for assjgnment to work
projects was based entirely upon the geographic location of the job in respect
to the worker's lA, me and upon the degree ef skill recp»red of him. 35 These
considerations were in most counties of

major

impoi-tance because of poor

transportation tat:lities and becat!se of the requirenieAt !hat projects hc

eft-

built and socially desirable.
Since the greatest number of workers were allotted from six to
eight days work per month, the best method of assignment was upon the
basis of two days per week. 36 This assured an evenly distributed income
for the client throughout the period. However, most professional and nonmanual workers, because of their higher intelligence and moral responsibility
were allowed to earn their budgetary allotment in blocks rather than in a
certain number of days each week during the period. Farmers and tenant
farmers were likewise allowed to earn their allotment in blocks in order
that they might have consecutive days in which to tend their crops. 37

473

35Annual Report of the Kentucky Emergency Relief Administration„
P. 536Ar.nu:d Report of the Kentucky Emergency Relief Administration,
p. 6.
37 Annual Rediort of the Kentucky 1:inergency Relief Administration,
P. 6.

,
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The activities and accomplishments of the KERA Work Division were
many and diversified. The projects under operation of it were divided into
seven areas: Planning, Public Property Pjcts. Housing, Production and
Distribution of Goods Pub!ic Welfare. Health and Recreatjon. Public Education.
Arts and Research. and Tools and Sundry Equipment

By June 1. 1935, the

KERA had F46.000 Kentuckians uorking in its various fields

SiNty-two per

cent of the projects. 77 12er cent of the expcdturc,, 83 per cent. of
workers, and 96 per cent of the sponsor'
Public Property Projects, which included

in the fiPici of
things as streets, highv..;.-tys,

public buildings, drainage, recreational faoilities flood control and eradication
and control of pests and disease bearers 38 The KERA was the second st-,-,.te
organization instrumental in helping the citizenry of Kentucky lessen their
economic difficulties.

The Kentucky Relief Commission provided aid, but

it was most beneficent because :it added work for the people in addition to
its provision for relief. The stop-gap National Program and its State counterpart were of infinite value, but their weakness lay in the fact that they could
not be permanent as the PWA was intended to be.
Although the PWA program seemed to be a "God-send" from the
Federal Government, there were certain demands put on the states before
they could qualify to participate in disbursing these Federal funds. States
were required to raise revenue for the purpose of sharing the cost of relief

38Annual Report of the Kentucky Emergsncy Relief Administration,
P. 8.

38

with the Federal Government. It was this demand that gave officials of the
State Government of Kentucky a difficult task in findings methods of State
compliance. Kentucky \\is facing the prospect of being shut off from Federal
unemployment relief funds by August 15. 1933 as a result of an ultimatum
sent to Governor Laffoon from the Federal Government. 39 The prospect
of
Kentucky being; able to raie much ir_._ney xvere slir indeel. ILwas stated
by
Federal offic.ials that Kentticy ...eou.16 have te
revenue

6r

I

I.ViSe $4,900.000

additic,nal

ief suppoit would be withdrawn. 'f(, make the

problem iriort :-.erious. the Federal Governmeat was threatening to withdra
w
the 57,500,000 road construction money that had been granted to the State."
Governor Laffoon blamed Kentucky's apparent inability to comply with Federal
demands on the fact that State revenues had materially fallen off. He added
that, even though he, as Governor of the State, had required the various
State departments to enforce every economy possible, economy measure
s
in the state level could not compensate for the loss of $4,000,000 in
revenue
during the previous year. 41.
The Kentucky Governor, in an effort to explain the State's predicament, journeyed to Washington where he presented a proposal by which the
Federal Government would continue to carry the Kentucky relief burden
for
39The Courier
-Journal (Louisville). July 15, 1933.
"The Courier-Journal (Louisville), July 15, 1933.
41The Courier-Journal (Louisville), July 15, 1933.

39

period the State would
eight more months. He promised that at the end of this
divert $3,000,000 of its on nig-hway funds io relief.

Hat ry L. Hopkins,

se offered by the
relief administiator, informed Laffoon that the recour
siaiement That relief
Kentuckian was out of the question, and reaffirmed the
the proper action
grants would cease AtiAust 15 if the State had !)(4. Taken
FinC.ing
had asked KentLick3made
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ofticils er:!:ieldit.,..; on the iequirements They
meet. in tho rtrAter .7.)f

the Keatuckv Governor

•

id mem i x.i, 7Le
;l
z:
ti A, Pre,
L,r c erlit,:rcnces
put
Cabinet, I am formulating plans by wilier) Kentucky
ry
:ecove
,
its
and
squarely behind the Roosevelt Administ rat on
43
program.
out the announ.eWhen he returned to the Bluegrass State and in order to carry
of the Kentucky
ment that he had made, Laffoon called a special session
following statements:
Legislature. In opening the special session, he made the

‘.1

ds
I am quite sure that each of you desires to meet the deman
s to
made upon your State by the Federal Government in its effort
the
rehabilitate the country, and to restore the buying power of
she
that
do
must
she
people. Mr. Hopkins has told Kentucky what
nment
may receive the benefits offered her by the National Gover
ky
will
Kentuc
am.
progr
and what her part is in his progressive
upon her,
either accept the challenge and meet the demands made
or fail to do her duty.
ty
So, gentlemen of the General Assembly, the responsibili
n
citize
is not only yours and mine, but it rests alike upon every
to
of our glorious Commonwealth I, here and now, call them
cHty and .ay to them: 'Kentucky must not fail.'

42The Courier-Journal (Louisville), July 22, 1933.
43,rile Courier-Journal (Louisville), July 22, 1933.
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Since last November there has been distributed through the
Kentucky Relief Commission in the neighborhood of nine million
dollars. NearIv all of this vast sum has been paid to the unemployed
of the State through purchase orders, directly issued to them and
that were filled in any store with which they. themselves, desired
to trade.
In many of the counties the sum expended for relief of its
citizens is greater than the total sum of money received from the
sale of the county's entire products during the Year
This nine millions of money ‘k, ss riished Lv the Fed'..!ral
Government, and only Kentucky's portion of it that was collected
for the support of the government. at Washing4 c,-1 was paid by the
1,) Kentucky, and
taxpayers of the State. It came virtually as
; • ,•• ,x1 more
nnie wile/ st:, es of
there V.ci e
money from the National Government for re efi;u1-1.:oses than did
Kentucky"
In direct response to the Governor's message, the Kentucky Legislature
provided the revenue, and the State continued to receive its yelief grants.
It was through PW.A funds that such things as a $235,000 Children's Center
in Louisville, $160,000 addition to a Louisville Trade School, classroom
facilities at several schools, and many other types of construction were
financed and made available to use by the people of the State. Literally
thousands of worthwhile projects in Kentucky were made possible through
this vital part of the New Deal program.
The PWA dealt in relatively large measure with construction of
school buildings in Kentucky

The University of Kentucky probably gained

most from its program, as projects carried to completion there provided

44Commonwea1th of Kentucky. Journal of the Extraordinaii
Session of the Senatc of the State of Kentue!..v (Franhfort: The State Journisi
Company, 1933), p 19.
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for expenditures totaling $1,190,000, 45 There were certainly many other
important PWA

p ru.
;ects

in the field of education which deserve to be mentioned,

but because of the inability to include all of them. they have been largely
omitted.
Two classes of public works were carried out in Kentucky. The
first of these consisted of the usual government projects. construction ot
post offices and ci -

it buildings•

nrid roads, drainage projects;

river and harbor works, aild inueicipal Lowi :Lc:11 projects.

The second of

these was a series of pro i::•ts which had more far-reaching effects, some
of which became permanent government enterprises. 46 Regardless of the class
of public works, the people were most interested in the fact that a great amount
of Federal money was being sent into the various localities. The President
expressed the feeling in an address to the Public Works Administrators
that while it was a Federal program and the Federal Government was
ultimately responsible, the whole effort depended in large measure upon
close cooperation with the local authorities everywhere.47
As a result of close association with local authorities, problems
arose which in many cases left a bad taste in the mouths of the local

45Barklev Papers, Federal Projects in Kentucky, p. 6.
46Charles A. Beard and George H. E. Smith, The Future Comes,
p. 66.
47Samuel J. Rosenman (ed. ), Public pivers and Addresses, Vol.
IV, p. 303.
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citizenry. Senator Barkley in a radio speech from Washington expressed the
situation concisely when he said:
The newness of the problem of human relief as applied to the
Federal Government. the large amount involved. the suddenness
with which the burden was precipitated upon the shoulders of the
National Government. the lack of experience in many local agencies
through which the relief money had to be disbursed and the necessity
of hasty organization and administration of the relief set-up, have
all contributed to the certainty that here and there inislakes have
been made and no doubt in isolated instances relief money has found
its way into liairls that did uet deser‘re it 4-8
Equally imp

crc•

eases in wItich requesl-s were toi-ned _;(:\,..n by tho

PWA. One vivid example of this was the case at Bowling Green in which
application for funds to construct a classroom building al Western Teachers
College was turned down. The local paper, the Park City Daily News,
contained several inflammatory editorials condemning the PWA for not
approving the application. 49 After considerable delay, however, the
building. now known as Cherry Hall, was approved and constructed. This
incident, like numerous others, was no particular fault of the organization
and operation of the PWA. but, on the contrary, an example of the idea
fostered by each locality that its problems were greater and its demands
more noble than any other.
The PWA left many problems unsolved and, recognizing the failure
of it to give a sufficient answer to the problem of unemployment, President

48Barkley Papers, Federal Projects in Kentucky, p. 11.
49The Park City Daily News (Bowling Green), September 9, 1935.
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Roosevelt, on May 6, 1935, established the Works Progress Administration
with the former New York relief pioneer, Harry Hopkins at its helm.5° The
PWA, under Hareld Ickes. had proved too slow and cautious in the release of

ft

money for great public works. Harry Hopkins, originator of MA's "madework" program, and finall . Administrator of the WPA, was not only closer
to the President than Ickes. but got things done faFter. H was almost in-

A

evitable, therefore, that the main. streana ot spending should shift front public
works to work relief. 51
Senator Barkley had intimated

such a progrom was in the

4
making when in a N. B. C. speech on October 17. 1934, he said:

•

If additional appropriations are to be made for relief purposes, which seem to me to be inevitable in the same form,
Congress and the Administration will be called upon to determine
whether additional relief shall take the form of grants, or whether
some useful and permanent program of work and employment shall
be inaugurated.
6•
In addition, the Kentucky Senator went ahead to express the opinion favorable
to work relief by adding:
Frankly, it seems to me that as between the two forms of
relief, that which embodies the employment of men in work that
will add to the permanent wealth of the Nation, and at the same
time make those who are receiving it feel that they are earning
the money which they receive, is infinitely to be preferred.°2

"Samuel I. Rosenman (ed.). Public Papers and Addresses.
Vol. IV, pp. 129 and 164.

:•••

51 Raymond Moley. After Seven Years (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1939), p. 368.
r
Barkl ey
"

Papers, Federal Projects in Kentucky, p.

;.1
;
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The WPA was to be the flexible unit acting to equalize employment on
the larger projects. and its aim was to see that at. least 3,500.000 persons were
put to work at once on the entire works program. 53 Because of this objective,
it favored those projects in which the proportion to be spent for labor was fairly
high. Believing that it was the Government's duty to provide jobs if private
industry could not, Hopkins regPrded the WPA net as a stop-gap but as a means
of fulfilling societ7,os obligaticns to its citizens. Even though direct relief was
advocated as the least expensive and most direct mc thod of aiding the victims
of industrial depression and of promoting the re-establishment of normal
conditions, work relief had become a way of life. 54 A direct relief program
was expected to call for the lowest possible expenditure by the Government.
On the other hand, work relief was advocated on the grounds that, though
more expensive, it helped to conserve work habits and human values, that
it resulted in completed projects which had economic and social value, and
that the purchasing power given to those employed on work projects created
directly and indirectly an added stimulus for recovery.
In addition, young people who were out of school and unemployed
had peculiar problems calling for special methods of treatment which were

53
Harry L. Hopkins, Spending to Save, p. 166.
54 Arthur D. Gayer, Public Works in Prosperity a.id Depression,
p. 143.
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not provided in ordinary employment assistance. As first entrants into the
labor market or as beginners and learneis in industry. thf.y reoded, in
addition to eictrieniar.s- Lconumic, scuritv. seme
of occupation and some training in tht- req;_iisites ot elfcc.1 •t•

(.t

A

The Nem,.

v fliil of the V:P.11,

,t

to provide a:- sistone: hi young i,in
•

relief. Tr.

work experit2nee ;:rd seine

v.-orkers fl the

U.
,•((

-f-1 wort-

;11.7.;.!

!]!i•!.

,

which would aid them in findnig and holding jobs in private industry. as
well as in keeping their self-respect and their faith in the future.
Three factors governed the choice of projects in Kentucky. These
are, in the order of their importance, the number of eligible relief workers
in the locality; their skills; and the kind of project which would be of
greatest usefulness to the community. 55 Thus, although a town might
need a school badly, the WPA would not b.iild it unless the local labor
reserve contained sufficient skilled construction workers for its completion.
The major differentiation between the two resulted from the fact
that the WPA had the supreme responsibility of seeing that the vast majority
of its funds went for labor. while the PWA was given the authority to spend
large amounts in the acquiE3ition of materials for construction. 56 For this
5511arry L. Hopkins, _Siending to Save, p. 167.
561larry L. Hopkins. Spending to Save, p. 167.
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reason projects undertaken by WPA tended to be smaller than those of PWA.
In order to justify the greater expepse cf work projects, as compared
with ordinary relief mc!isures. these projects were to produce coticrete results
of one or mot 0 of the folloy:ing types.

First. they shouiJ give w,erthwhiie
.
'
''

they shouhi

‘;

7dt, the

,e,-vatik.e . cost rect
the fields of eon,

,

T

rt

he

. they

acc
excess load from the labor market, and provide industr;

tnore

Uic lent

and experienced workers when they were needed. 57
Theoretically, the WPA did not determine who was to receive work
relief, as that job was left to the local public relief agencies, which, in
certifying them, vouched for their physical and mental employability.
Insofar as possible, workers in Kentucky were assigned to the same kind
of jobs they held before coming to the WPA. Should a worker show himself
incapable of doing the work to which he was assigned, he was reassigned
to a job that he was qualified to do. Al] such assignments were made
through the local WPA office, where the project supervisors actually saw

57Lewis L. Lorwin. Youth Work Programs (Washington: American
---—
Council on Educatien. 1941), P. 49.
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the work being done by each worker. 58 The aptitudes of the unemployed were
e7

as varied as the industries and prefessions that had once employed them. They
were previously salesmen, justices of the peace. paperhangers, electricians.
school teachers, dentists, real estate agents and everything &Ise that seNeral
nAPen once Fe!e-steiporting individuals eould have been.

To t:eep all et tiem

broficient at tlie only trades they

,.\-euld have

forced to go into !tusiee,--,.
et

ee,mre ..Ind'oe;:eroc:a

icr: wed seffo,:ating

-

clestrecl effect.

i‘roject.,. kvt:Tc- (:..sig-ncd if;

the

to adapt the working habits and s'eills that he had learned to his own professiiJn. 59
The WPA, having planned its work more carefully and having started
its policies more definitely than any of the preceding work relief agencies,
carried out a program which was intended to please everyone and to offend
no one. The workers themselves, professional folk as well as skilled
artisans and common laborers, were pleased because the work not only
was so designed as to best maintain their work habits, but they were paid
according to prevailing wage scales. The local communities were pleased
because they could plan their own projects and select the workers for
58U. S.
Works Progress Administration in Kentucky, Intake and
Certification Manual, Division of Employment, 1940, p. 13. (Hereafter
referred to as kVoi-ks Pregress Administrtion in Kentucky.
59Donald S. Howard, The WPA and Federal Relief Policy (New
York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1943), p. 59.
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themselves. 6° Those engaged in private industry could not complain because
WPA work in noway competed with what they were doing.

And finally, the

41,

public in general, who through their taxes paid for tha upkeep of WPA, got
their money's worth through the usefulness of the projects.
For the purpose of efficiency in the planning and supervision of NVPA
•

projects in the State, Kentucky was divided into six districts.

These districts,

whose headquarters were at Madisonville.. Dam, i;le, Lexington. London,
Paintsville. and Louisville. were virtually to coni i ol \VP:\ work in the area,
pending further instructions from the State and National headquarters. 61 All
proposals for projects were to be screened at the District headquarters, and,
if found worthy of future consideration, were to be sent to the State office.
It was here at the State Office that practically all approvals and rejections
were made, because it was believed that, honesty prevailing, the State
Office, being closer to the proposed project, should be more able to ascertain
the ultimate value of the project in the light of the amount spent, than the
National Headquarters. 62 Not all projects which were approved were
started immediately after approval. The states were encouraged to build
up a reservoir of projects, which permitted a smooth working of the entire

60
Grace Adams, Workers on Relief (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1939). p. 17.
61 The Courier-Journal
(Louisville), June 28, 1935.
62W(»-k, Progress Administration in Kentucky. 15
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program.

As a result, there was seldom a lag between the compl
etion of one

project and the beginning of a new one 63
Br mid -July, 1933 fort',--six projects in Kentuckti
had been approve-7..
at a total cost cf $395,27. Of this sum. :3119,
Governmeil.

ith lecal spen‘,oi

contt

7 came from the Federal

tl-t• :emainder

six projer_ts. most of which wcre rcad

;.,

I- for 2.41)1 pc

for an average of six months.

tnit. O. 5 p .r crri. t.f ri.:; rcf

in Kentucky were

•

possible

on

work relief roll

•,qf31-,en;!, to il;.!e ,2 as many

work relief as distInguishid Irom ciirect i U el. 65
'fhis

OiIC

isolated appropriation is in no way inter0( d to explai
n the entire WP: progran-..
in Kentucky. for that program was far too complex.
It is intended, however.
to provide some basic understanding as to the Feder
al and State Government
relationship in this program of work relief.
The Kentucky projectr themselves included such activities
as conservation projects, re-forestation, and erosion control.
Considerable time
and money were spent in maintenance work at Mammoth
Cave, and several
other areas of the State were concerned with erosion-cont
ro) projects, the
upshot of which was the introduction and xvidespread use
of grasses with

"Grade Adams, "The White Collar Chokes," Harper's Month
ly
• Magazine. CLXXVII (October, 1938), 479.
"Barkley Papers, Federal Projects in Kentucky, p. 14.
65Bark1ey Papers (Political File).
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massive root systems. 66 In the type of projects mentioned
there was a very
4

fine line between the work done by the Civilian Conserijtion
Corps and that
done

WPA ,v()rkers. The differentiation comes mainly in the fact
that

maintenance work done by the CCC had been concluded earlie
r, and by this
time

('CC ht.

17miled educut

Not only did the WTI:\

program
prf,jects. but it alsf.., s.iovided

an oppertun3ty for !Jo; i1ica 01use or. at lea'

-% its'. 67 SOX

el" it

S.:.'r;

had been told

at

the. v.ould be fired if they did not support Barkley in his campai
gn for
re-election in 1938. This accusation had originated from Barkle
y's
campaign opponent, A. B. (Happy) Chandler, Governor of Kentuc
ky from
1935-1939. Chandler leveled a further accusation that Barkley-support
ers
were trying to assess WPA workers for the campaign of their candid
ate.
With the passage of the Hatch Act, which forbade Federal officeholders
below the policy-making level to participate actively in political
campaigns
or to solicit or accept contributions from WPA workers, these accusa
tions
took on more importance than otherwise would have been the case.
68
In fact, Judge Brady M. Stewart of Paducah, campaign manager
for Chandler, sent President Roosevelt a letter containing the folla.v
ing
66Barkley Papers (Political File).
67The Courier-Journal (Louisville), July 1, 1938.
68U. S. , Statutes at Large, LIII, Part 2, 1147.
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indictments: first, the State Administrator of the WPA in Kentucky had boldly
stated that his organation would leave nothin;4 undone to achieve the ve-clection
of Senator Barkley; second, key men

of the WPA had

instructed ag,cnt6 net to

put anybody on Federal rclief except on adv)ce of ha rk;ov's county chairmen:
third.

•

,

on penalty of lw
competent

pol

rt

:c.:,

ti- oir influence in favor •-)f

. ‘,\

being used lc li1 relief workers to county i-,c!;tsfr voter registration:
seventh, relief commodities in one county y ere distributed in paper bags
bearing this imprint: "Paper bags donated by friend of Senator Alben W.
Barkley."69
These charges were refuted by George H. Goodman, Administrator
of the Works Progress Administration for Kentucky, as being absolutely
without foundation in any respect. Goodman asserted that:

-

From time to time I have appeared in the public press with
direct statements identical with that made recently by Mr. harry
L. Hopkins, in which he stressed the points that every person who
works for the Works Progress Administration has the right to vote
for any candidate he chooses, will not be required to contribute to
any political party or campaign fund in order to hold his job, and
that no supervisor may attempt to influence by threat or intimidation
the vote of any worFer or solioit contrjbations to campaign funds
from people who work under him. My attitude today has not changed.7°
70Barkity Papers (Political File).
lharkley Papers (Political File).

'
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Barkley helped his own defense by promising publicly to seek the ouster
of any Federal official against whom changes of attempting to influence relief
worl:ens in the tormer's behalf could be sustained. I nter Barl-dey happoned to
met t the heed of the newspaper chain, whn.!ii ''ad becn tric,st active in

t:cntucky

,

r.nri

the untrue (ha

Naturailv

Sial. tllog

cat b•-i • 1•., ; e

CI - ha:Idler was qt-itinp to

the Scripps-1;0.o

band\vagon.

Observing that Barkley was encountering difficulty in the campaign,
President Roosevelt announced that. he would come to Kentucky to help Barkley.
In taking his campaign to the people, Chandler denounced Roosevelt's intended
visit and declared Barkley to be so politically weak that he could not run for
an office without drawing in outside support. Yet, when Roosevelt arrived
in Louisville, after having vocally supported Barkley elsewhere in the State
earlier in the day, Happy Chandler, the President's "friend-for-a-day,"
was there to meet him. The smiling Versailles Democrat greeted the
President in such a manner that one actually questioned whom Roosevelt
had come to Kentucky to support.

71 Alben W. Barkley,
That Reminds Me (Garden City: Doubleday
and Company, Lae. , 1934). p. 167.
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At this point. the Kentucky Governor outmaneuvered the other two
politicians, for as Roosevelt and Barkley enteied the autcir,obile to mot:a-to
the site N.vhe-.-e the Presiclenl, wias to delive! Lis aJdress, Chandler ertered
72
;,•.41 sat between the t',ve tor the •:Je through the streets.

wjtil

eiiutomeo.

tills

person Ui

-t1

rssunled tha

•

!!'

7

•• 1(1 c.

131(...r on

platforr.-.. a

-

" "'
(

:id BarkiL'.
"3••,;,
,

and the Pfes..lent

the iwliet thal his incident rankeci ;is onc of

the all-time best examples of political skulduggery. 73 01x-1dler's political
technique, fer one of the very few times in his career, failed, and Barkley
won the election.
The WPA had an educational program which was second only to
that of the National Youth Administration, the main difference being that
the latter was formed for the purpose of education, while the education
program of the former was incidental to the other work programs.
The educational program of the WPA and its predecessors was
directed toward five major purposes: first, to provide work for unemployed
teachers and other professionally trained persons in their respective fields
of training and experience; second, to assist unemployed teachers to find

72Alben W. Barkley

That Reminds Me, p. 169.

"Alben W. Barkley, That Reminds Me, p. 169.
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their way back into permanent non-relief employment; third, to use the service
cf these teachers to bring oducationil orportn:tities• to men and
in greatest need of them, either because

Nk

onlen who 'ere

the lack of opportunities in the past

or because of new educational needs; foucth . to give to small children in lowlift 'hroi2J-1

income families a better chancc for a f
education. fjhb, •Alterevei possi!Jle. to cc' ;e1
•

task of national

•1,C.r .;

with other ageneies

econernic and scial reco..-cry through expapson of et:u-

•

•

cot ional
rolls who w c c bandieapi
1

.,:fficient training; li.:e1-:
in,

or the absence of even the first rudiments of an education. Those persons
needed, and desired opportunities to study.

1
.I

-

1.

At the same time, there were

thousands of qualified teachers and other professionally trained persons on
the relief rolls. This was considered a logical solution since there were
many unemployed teachers and:since there were men who were in need of
instruction.
As referred to previously, there was an emergency education program
set up under the Federal Emergency Relief Administration. In general, FERA
set forth the scope of the emergency education program and the requirements
under which such a program was established.

Because many states still

had unexpended FERA funds, the transfer of the educational activities of

74Lindsey Allen, "History of Works Progress Administration
Educational Program in Ventucky" (unpullishi Master's thcsis, University
of Kentucky, 1944), p. 4. (Hereafter referred to by the writer's name.)
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throughout
FERA to the Works Progress Administration was a gradual process
the latter part of .1935 anti the early part of 11.36. 75
The WPAL...ugl:t courses vhich the NITA ad)iised its

t fl es t )take.
cictncntary

Apprcximoie.y 2.1.0) roc oved instruction in Kentucky in 1937
c1(1 cart- 1•.,u-r.c•

sh-r,2:. fit

s. one

1,1i 0It.. . a;16

inasoncv.
\\-•,e a 1-,-,15:+1•-e

at-; t'enter at v•Iticn tyk.c_mtv•oce ..c•vnen -0.cre cmt

ellen

:1

ft •(.•

t

!

in preparation of food foc sick per,40ns.

other
patients in bed. and hu ing proper food v. ith I imit d funds, ard the
relief
thirty hours each week were spent in rendering free services in
homes where sickness prevailed. 76 Similar procedure was followed hi
d
many other areas of the WPA Educational Program. In order to understan
the program. the conditions under which it operated must be studied.

The

very fact that funds were made available for relief purposes during a period
of crisis resulted in uncertainty concerning the continuance of the education
program, and it was the belief of many that the program would be abandoned
as soon as the emergency period ended. This being the condition, the
policies too often were based upon short-term trends. In addition, there

Arthur M. ScAesinger, Jr. , The New Deal in Action, 1933-38,
P. 9.
76.The Park City Daily News (Bm\ lin:: Green). May 29, 1938.
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were persons participating in the program without any definite convictions of
its worth or possible future. 77 On the other hand, there were those who,
though know in. v.-ell its temporary natui

p:;tnned the program on a long-

term policy with the view that it would continue permanenTly
ever . regu'.ar

of its featu,,_s
agencies.

t

i1

11:e7e

-:,rnp!isl- r-;.1 r

or that many

:
thj. b«:n

7 1-ie

ict ef

all

who were as.:177.4«..11 with the progratn.
'1( 41

•
Iptiliciez-'

Since the

wi,1- Ct. !-;1 .;J•WCI 20

aid unemployed persons in need of relief, it was stipulated

that at least

90 per cent of the workers should be drawn from relief sources unless
unusual circumstances justified exemptions from this regulation.

Although

a variety of circumstances led to deviations from the original order, the
general principles of determining eligibility of relief workers did not change
appreciably. The number of participants was limited because there was
no guarantee that employment would continue for more than a short
time. Salaries were very low in most cases, and there was little, if any,
Opportunity for promotion. 78 Therefore, planning a teaching program

4

77U. S. , Advisory Committee on Education, Educational Activities
of the Works Progress Administration (Washington: U. S. Government
Printing Office. 1939). p. 21. (Hereafter referred to ns Educational
Activities of the WPA.)
78Educational
Activities of the WPA, p. 21.
----------- --------
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over any definite period of time under such circumstances was very difficult.
•
ar-,--• •

Teaching, to he effective at all, must. be crentive. and creative techniques
learned through forma! education and used

ith childreniii

the regular

schools. w ere not effective with adults 79
nu Liter of tedhers. supei- visors and other personnel employed
by the 171

,

ion 11 ;.-ograni

i

preclecessr...-3

PL;o:e.•TS Adm;ei.str.Pjon and its
.1- d funds aye...161)10

and

'
I

developed rapidly fr4>m 1;1€, stand,

;;; ,vm1. since the need tor

employment was more acute, and a greater amount of funds was available.
The fact that teachers were not employed for any definite term
during the year, makes it impossible to give the exact number employed
during each year. The numbers given represent approximately an average
employment count each year since 1935. During the fiscal year of 1935-1936,
there were 1,147 teachers employed in the adult education and nursery
school programs, however, in later years, with the exception of the year
1933-1939, the number employed gradually decreased. 8°
The three phases of the educational program which were most
effective were the adult education program, the literacy prograni, and the
vocational program. 81 The first was less successful than the other two
-------79Lindsey Allen, p. •64.
"Lindsey Allen. p. 66.
81-Lindsey Allen, p. 66.
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because of the fact that the wrong approach was used toward enrolling members,
and the wrong techniques

ere enrolled.
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the \\ P.\ explored a vast field

of potentialities in the area of adult education. Furthermore. it provided
educational opportunities for the underprivileged, thereby revising the old
practice of primacy of education for he wealthy.
In conclusion, the WPA's total accomplishments were substantial
and to many far outweighed the costs. By rehabilitating millions of persons,
it aided in building a reservoir of trained manpower prior to the time when
the United States needed every skilled hand in the World War. Most
important from the social point of view was the fact that the WPA greatly
relieved the discontent and insecurity of the millions of persons formerly

f.s]

Lindsey Allen. p.

.2Lindsey Allen, p. 73.

on the dole. There were many who criticized the method or the product of the
work done by the WPA, hut, as was the case

many New Deal agencies.

there was very little criticism of the pl-.ilosop1.3 Lehinci the progratr cr of the
overall result
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CHAPTER CI

KENTUCKY AND THE NAT1ONAL YOUTH ADMINISTRATION
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v. as lack of educational and vocational training: the President approved t.lie initiation of a Federally sponsored program.
From 1930.1935 the young people of Kentucky did not have adequate work
opportunities, and thousands were denied the chance to earn a livelihood because
industrial employment throughout the country reached an unprecedented low during
these years. While Kentucky was not an industrial state, its rural youth had for
1
many years migrated in great numbers to such industrial centers as Cincinnati.
Dayton, Akron, and Detroit.' By the late twenties and early thirties industry was
unable to absorb youth without dismissing older workers. In the pre-depression
years retirement through age or death of workers had enabled many young people
to secure employment, but after 1929 a large proportion were denied jobs because

LIReview of Activities in Kentucky 1935-43." Report of the National
Youth Administration for Kentucky (Louisville: National Youth Administration,
1943), No. 29, p. 2.
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they lacked both training and experience. Each year of the 1929-19
35 period,
there had been a surplus of nearly half a million young people in the nation
who
d or.t'mplos..ed.
According- to the Arnei'ican
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the State were lined with youth drifting in for,.:cd idleness.
According to the United States Census record for 1930. youth, persons
between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five, in Kentucky numbered 428.845
and
of this number, approximately seventy per cent were classed as
rural, ninety-one
per cent white, and fifty-one per cent female.4 Of those on
relief in Kentucky,
eighty-seven per cent were classed as rural, ninety-four per cent white,
and
fifty-two per cent female. Less than sixty per cent of the secondary
school populaticn was enrolled in school, and only fifteen per cent of those
persons were in
college. 5 AToreoyer, many attending college were doing so under the
most difficult financial circumstances.
2
W. Thatcher Winslow, Youth, A World Problem (Washington: U. S.
Gilvernment Printinr_±; Office. 1)37), p. 83.
3,'Review of
Activities in Kentucky, 1935-43," No. 29, p. 2.
4"fleview ol Activities in Kentucky, 1935-43, '' No. 29. p. 2.
5The term, Secondary School Population, refers to persons between the
ages of sixteen and twenty-fivf. who would hi -ligihlc fur high school or
college.
"neview of Activities in Icenli:cky,
'' NO. 29. p. 2.
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understandably apprehensive at the realization that in less than a decad
e
these same resdess youth wculd control the destiny of the nation.
The poor financia; condition of the seneol system was a serious

•

problem for Kentucky. In an effort to save n-;:ney on the state and national
levels, aid to education had been curtailed during the period from 1,J29 to
1931, but a correction of this sit-ua!ion seeint_-c; to he

n immediate goal.

James 11. Richmond State S7loorintendent f IzuHc In."-;,,r,A't
the real

the Stul:. \Vas no'

ri slatori that
osdravaganee

but economy versus !.,ogus economy.9 He exi.---.ed the belief that there
was
little wisdom in an economic polie)
. which restricted public education, ignored
health services, and curtailed the fundamental special agencies necess
ary:io
the well-being of the people. Richmond further developed this line of
thought
when he said:
Public education is the most important and far-reaching
responsibility of the State. No other agency of government affect
s
the lives of as many people as do the public schools. It is the one
institution entrusted with training the minds and molding the characters of those who only a few years from new will direct the
destinies of the Commonwealth.10
According to Richmond, a crisis no less than the crisis in bankin was
g
coming
for the Kentucky school system, and the major problem in the field
of education on the state level as he saw it was a lack of adequate facilities.
In 1933
Kentucky had more one-room schools than any state in the South.
and only ten
9Dixon W.xter, The A.,:e of the Great Depressioh p. 196.
10The
Courier-Jourmal (Louisvill&

April 16. 1933.
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states in the United States had a larger percentage of their students enroll in this type of school. Eighty-two per cent of the school population of cou.districts in Kentucky attended schools in one- two-- or three-teacher schor).
buildings. 11 The majority of these small schocls were poorly planned. v

—

of frame construction, and were situated on inadequate sites. Furthermo.
the financial situation of the Kentucky school sycterri indicated thal most
lie schools in Kentucky could not operate more than five months of the 19% •
school term.
It should be noted that with a seventy per cent rural population

co—

pared to an urban population of thirty per cent. Kentucky was predominant.
rural. 12 In many cases rural areas have the smallest amount of funds fa:schools and the highest ratio of children to adults, and in this case, Kenttic,;-was no exception. Within the State the rural areas were inferior to the cit;.,
in adequacy of school buildings and equipment, number and quality of teacl-f-and length of school year. 13 In the southern and southeastern regions of t.u.--s
United States, which include Kentucky, farmers had only two per cent of thP
national income, but they were responsible for the care and education of
4,250,000 children." Seemingly, this inequality of educational opportin;!
•
could be corrected only with the assistance of the Federal Government.

11 The Courier-Journal (Louisville) April 16, 1933.
12U. S., Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth Census of the United Sta.-1930. Population, II, p. 118.
13"Revicw of Activities in Kentucky, 1935-43, ti No. 1:11, 0. 1.20
"Review of Activities in Kentucky', 1935-43, ft No. 29, p. 12S.
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Inequalities in schooling which result from unfavorable economic
conditions are phases of a socio-economic situation which reaches far beyond
the schools. Ir.duatry a.•-nd agriculture

ai the tom: quite unable to meet a

number of problems relating to young people. Since employment was not available to many, and since schooling was possible only for those who had economic
means, the Federal Govcrnment assumed the responsibility cif dvi2ing. weans
for the induction of young people into adutthood.
,t ion of nociety
There is one point at which the trariitl,Dral organiz.z.
proved to be noticeably deficient. While schools had attend(A to certain important aspects of the training of youth, they had never attempted to provide
economic support, the lack of which made it impossible for a great many ylung
people to attend high school. Solutions to the inequities in opportunities for
young people were to be sought along two lines: first, policies leading to future equality of educational and economic opportunity; second. provisions to
16
aid youth in offsetting the effects of the deficiencies of the past.
In the summer of 1933 Dr. George F. Zook, United States Commissioner of Education, called a conference of educators to discuss plans for
assisting students. One of the proposals made at that time called for an allocation of Federal Emergency Relief Administration funds to the states for the
purpose of providing work projects in colleges. This plan, which was to

- Charles H. Judd, "The Federal Government and Youth," Education. LXI (OctoLer, 1940), 72.
16

I.,ewis L. Lorwin, Youth Work Programs; p. 17.
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reach some 100 000 relief youth and 400,000 non relief youth needing further
educQtion

v.eu d Ilave e:labled students te 'Aerh for a maximum of one dollar

a day for a ten-month period. 17 It was to be largely administered through the
public schools of the locz1 communities, 'n the fall of 19,?3 the Adimmstrator
of the Federal Emi.rgency Relief Adminis, •
plan under

Hopkins act-el:kJ a

iih the I:Diversity of

v. as OA. ,nly

ticp.nt in FERA

funds for aid to .::tudents on a matching has
Much th'nl:ing but litth action

i

1_...,i/v(en the fan oi 19?3

4

and April: 1935, at which time the United States Commissioner of Educatiun
presented to the Secretary of the Interior and the President's Emergency Fund
Allotment Committee a well-developed plan for a "National Community 'YGuth
Program. h The plan called for fifteen hours of work, fifteen hours of classes,
and twelve hours of supervised recreation per week. The purposes of the
• 4/

program were to remove youth from idleness; tc provide work experience, related training and general education; and to supply income sufficient for the
minimum needs of youth. 19

•

17National Education Association and the American Association of
School Administrators, The Civilian Conserval:on Corps, The National Youth
Administration, and the Public Schools, A Report Preparcd by the Educational
Policies Commission (Washington: National EdiJcation Association and the
American Association of School Administratvrs 1941', p. 18. (Hereafter re •
forred to by title only.)
18The Civilian Conservation Corps, The National Youth Adrninistra
tion, and the Public Schools, p. 18.
1
- Civilian
9The
Conservation Corps. The National Yo,:th .AdiMnistralion L.nd the Public Schcdls p. 18.
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The main features of the proposed program were essentially the same
as those lat(2r cie%,1;:ped by the National Yoeth Administration but in matters
of administration and control there was a basic difference. That difference.
and the ver. heart of the program, was emphasis on community administration.
The plan placed local responsibility in the i'ands of the local educational authoi its'.
advised by a community council for youth. Ti-is plan was consisient with estaba.... I
Ve!. •

lished national policy for the relations of

Fedei at Ciovernm,..nt lo ,itatc, and

local agencies in matters of education, 2° IThe pla,i was not accepted

ho••,..ever.

and within a few ‘teeks the Federal Governnient ,stabli.s.Ked an agency in which
•

administration and control of the program in the local community was exercised
by Federal officials.
a
In an effort to meet the educational emergency, the Federal Government
4

at first made loans and grants to public schools and state colleges for the construction of new buildings and the repair of old ones.21 In constructing and
maintaining educational facilities, the Federal Government was simply meeting
one side of the problem. The other involved making it possible for students

to

take advantage of these facilities. Consequently, President Roosevelt approved
the use of enough Federal relief money to enable approximately 75,000 young
people to attend college during the second half of the college year. 1933-.34.22

"The Civilian Conservation Corps, The National Youth Administration,
and the Public Schools, p. 18.
21„Heviev.,

of Activities in Kentucky

22
The Civilian Conservation Corps
and the Public Schools p. 19.

1935-43," No. 29, p. 2.
The National Youth Administration,
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With a slight expansion this aid was continued by the FERA during the next
college year. Acute unrest among youth througl;out the natien as a whole
caused President Roosevelt. on June 26, 1935. to establish the National Youth
Administration within the Works Progress Administration. In issuing Executive Order No. 7086, implementing his plan

RoDsevelt made the following

statement:
I have determined that we shall do something for the
nation's unemployed youth because we can ill afford to lose the
skill and energy of these young men and women. They must
have their chance in school, their turn as apprentices, and
their opportunity for jobs—a chance tc veiR and earn for them selves.23
The functions and duties of the N.Y. A. were prescribed by the President as follows:
To initiate and administer a program of approved
projects which shall provide relief, work relief, and employment for persons between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five
years who are no longer in regular attendance at a school
requiring full time, and who are not regularly engaged in
remunerative employment.24
The educational program of the NYA.was limited for some time by the pro•

visions of the annual Emergency Relief Appropriations Act to the effect that
"no portion of the funds hereby appropriated shall be allocated or used for
'34

any purpose except to provide relief or work relief for persons in need."25

23Samuel I. Rosenman (ed.). Public Papers and Addresses, Vol. IV,
•

p. 281.
24Samuel I. Rosenman (ed.), Public Papers and Addresses, Vol. IV.

to

p. 281.
it",:-••••

23The Civilian Conservation Corps, The National Youth Administration,
and the Public Schools, p. 11.
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In some communities, however, classes for NYA youth were organized under
(SS Administration adult education programs and under the
the Works Prop.
- -ocutional education in the public schools.
programs of .
In June 1938 Congress changed the language of the Emergency Relief
Appropriations Act as it applied to the NYA and authorized the expenditure of
NYA funds -to provide part-time work and tra1nin2 to needy outig persons who
are no longer in regular attendance at schooi and who have been unable to ot•tain
26
The addition of the two words. 'and training" was interpreted
employment."
by NYA officials as authorization to build up an educational program for youth
employed on NYA work projects. The President gave official recognition in
1939 to the educational function which the NYA had added to its initial objective
of employment. On April 25 of that year, the President transmitted to Congress
Reorganization Plan No. I which created the Federal Security Agency and transferred the NYA to that agency as of July 1. 1939. In the message of transmittal
the President said that the major purpose of the NYA . . .
is to extend the educational opportunities of the youth
of the country and to bring them through the processes of
training into the possession of skills which enable them to find
employment. Work projects have been merely the process
through which its major purpose as accomplished.27
The general opinion concerning the creation of the NYA was that it
was long overdue and would, if properly adminisfered

be infinitely successful.

26The Civilian Conservation Corps. The National Youth Administration,
and the Pubic Schools, p. It.
27Sainuel I. Rosenman (ed.), Public Papers and Addresses, Vol. IV,
p 32

.
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The attitude prevalent in Kentucky is indicated in an editorial in the Bowling
Green Park City Daily News. This editorial, in general expressing definite
faith in its success, pointed out that failure could come only from mismanage
28
The newly-formed organization also got valuable advice from sources
ment.
other than newspapers. One such source. a conference of educators studying
the NYA, stressed the supreme importance if "proper stiperf:sien of projects
,,29
in achieving real educational values and attillides for the students.
••

7-, the National Youth Administration
As originally established in 193 .
was within the administrative structure of the Works Progress Administration
and was under the general supervision of the latter organization's administrator. In order to give other groups a voice in the drafting of the program

there

were created two committees: an Executive Committee of departmental officials, and a National Advisory Committee made up of thirty-five representatives of business, labor, agriculture, education, church and welfare groups,
and youth.

30

State Directors were appointed by the Executive Director, Aubrey

Williams, and each State Director was responsible for perfecting his own organization. With the confirmation of appointment in Washington, all State Directors were assembled for conference with the National administrative and

28
The Park City Daily News (Bowling Green), July 7, 1935.
'2

* "Review and Revision of the Student-Aid Program," The School
Review, XLIV (October, 1936), p. 564.
30
"General Information Bulletin," Report of the National Youth .11ministration for Kentuciw (Louisville: National Youth Administration, 1935),
No. 7, p. 6.
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advisory officials. The purpose, scope, aims
, and structure of administrative
forces were discussed anti plans were drawn for
a nation-wide organization.
The administrative structure in Kentucky inclu
ded the State Director
and his assistants, the Advisory Board, the Count
y Youth Councils, and the
District Organizations. 31 Obviously, the State
Director for Kentucky. Frank D
Peterson, was charged with the responsibility
of making the NYA in Kentucky
a success or a failure. The Advisory Board,
made up of men Iron.%.arious
occupations and who were recognized as leade
rs in public affairs, was primarily interested in promoting the widespread inter
est which the new organization
would need. In each of the State's 120 count
ies a County Youth Council was set
up, like that of State, being composed of civic
leaders, school officials, county
agents, and representatives from organizations
interested in yeuth and acquainted
with the problems of youth as they existed in
that county.32 Probably the most
important member of the County Youth Counc
il was the relief worker, whose
signature made valid an application from a youth
. These Councils were continuously active, and they did a creditable job
in interpreting the program for
local communities and sponsoring agencies.
For convenience in administration the State was
divided into six dis-

tricts, each composed of several counties. A mana
ger was placed over each
31„
NYA Information Primer," Report of the Natio
nal Youth Administration for Kentucky (Louisville: National
Youth Administration, 1937), No. 11,
p. 4.
32,
'Review of Activities in Kentucky, 1935
-43," No. 29, p. 9.

MAP SHOWDIG DISTRICTS AND OFFICES FOR N. Y. A. PROJECT ACTIVITY
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district to report to the State office the activity which took place in his district.
Through the district managers the National Youth Administration began activity
over the entire State. The District Manager contacted the County Youth CounL...

cils in his territory and policy, projects. and prospective employees eligible
for NYA aid were determined.33 Tentative projects, based on surveys of
.44, •
R•

youth needs and social desirability in each community were proposed and submitted to the State NYA Director, who. after receiving the allotment from the
Federal Government, made separate allotments to the local group.34
The NYA began w ith strict regulations for student aid eligibility, but
later the regulations were relaxed. Those persons eligible under the original
regulations had to be single students between the ages of sixteen and tweAityfive; members of families receiving emergency relief from public funds; and
students able to show that they had been forced to stop school for lack of financial assistance in the past, or that they would be unable to attend the current
year without such assistance.35 Also, if the student were in college, he had to
carry at least three-fourths of the normal full time class program required by
the college attended. Applicants for employment on NYA Federally sponsored
projects were to take the following steps: first, register with the United States

'T•

331?General Information Bulletin."
No. 7. p. 11.
34,
'Review of Activities 1935-36," Report of the National Youth Administration for Kentucky (Louisville: National Youth Administration, 1937), No.
28, p. 10.
35"Basic Information on NYA Workers in Kentucky." Report of the
National Youth Administration for Kentucky (Louisville: National Youth Administration, 193(), No. 1, p. 7.

A
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Employment Service; second, write a letter to the State or local Director of
NYA. giving brief account of qualifications; and third, send a copy of the letter
to the Division of Employment ot the Works Progress Administration in the local
district.

36

Applicants were advised that only a limited number of the young

people could be selected, but that NYA employment did not affect the family
standing for 'WPA priority. In fact, a father might be employed by WPA and his
son work one-third time for NYA.
Although student eligibility requirements were rigid, eligibility for educational institutions participating in the program was much less detailed, the
only stipulation being that they be non-profit. In order to determine that all
areas were proportionately represented, the NYA was operated on a quota system.
under which 6,423 Kentucky students were listed as eligible for aid.37 Those
persons eligible, commonly referred to as units, were given proportionately to
each county and independent school district, with a definite number of units being
prescribed for each school. The exact number of units was determined by school
enrollment, the local relief load, and other factors. A monetary allocation was
then provided for that school after its quota was determined.
Activity in the field of aid was promoted through the Student Aid Program
;

which was subdivided into school aid, college aid, and graduate aid, and the Work

36,.•Review of
Activities in Kentucky, 1935-43," No. 29, p. 29.
37,t Basic Information
on NYA Workers in Kentucky." No. 1, p. 9.

4.
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Projects Program. which was designed for unemployed out-of-school youth. 38
Student Aid, the first branch of the NYA program, was designed to
develop opportunities for part-time work by needy students so that they might
continue their studies.

39

This program was administered by the authorities

of the schools and colleges who selected the students and assigned them work
within the limits of certain broad general requirements. The work to be done
must be of value to the community and the institution and helpful to the student
from the standpoint of experience.

40

The aid provided was in the form of part-

"fr

time jobs which enabled students to earn an average of fifteen dollars per month
while attending school.
School Aid, the first phase of the Student Aid program, provided needy
students an opportunity to earn a sum not to exceed six dollars per month to
help pay for books, lunches, transportation, clothing, and other necessary ex41
penses.
This program assisted many who, without its help, could not have
attended school, and in the first year of its operation, 9,032 Kentucky students
were aided.
311,
'Record of NYA in Kentucky," Report of the National Youth Administration for Kentucky (Louisville: National Youth Administration, 1936), No. 8,
p. 13.
39"NYA Student Aid," Report of the National Youth Administration for
Kentucky (Louisville: National Youth Administration; 1937), No. 15, p. 16.
40"NYA Student Aid," No. 15, p. 16.
41"NYA Student Aid," No. 15, p. 16.
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The College Aid plan, inherited from the FERA, was the second phase
and the nucleus of the Studeni Aid

PrGg rat!).

It

an cpportunitv to earn through part •Iime wo.k

afforded needy college
funds

tudents

could be applied

toward their college expenses. Thirty Kefitucky colleges participated in this
program_ which aided 2.

42 The
2 students in tic first year of its operation.

colleges, almost without exception, had constructive work programs which were
greatly extended and !mpreved after their begiuning.in 1935. Students performed
a variety of :ictivities, such as work on campus grounds assisting faculty, per forming clerical and stenographic services, conducting off-campus community
services for public agencies. building special equipment and other tasks which
43
supplemented the regular budgeted operations of the school or college.
The following five areas were suggested as possible endeavors for students on College Aid: first, aid to students handicapped by defective eyesight
and individual academic instruction and tutoring for those in need of such service and financially unable to provide it themselves; second, assignment of
college students to recreational activities, such. as basketball, volleyball,
baseball, and swimming in nearby mining centers or industrial communities;
third. assignment of college students to assist local welfare agencies in case
work and collection of data and material; fourth

engagement of student work-

ers in biological, chemical electrical, psychological, and literary research,

42,"Record of NYA in Kentucky," No. 8, p. 15.
43Sununary of the Federal Projects in Kentucky, Prepared by Alben W.
Barkley (located in the Barkley Collection at the University of Kentucky Li brary, Lexington), p. 4.
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beneficial to the institution and department conc
erned as well as providing the
individJ suident a constructive activity fifth

student assistance in library

work such as assemb!ing new materials. preparing
bitliographies, and recatalouging special collections."
In defense of this program. it may be pointed
out that College MO
students maintained better-than-average grades.
Students at the University
of Kentucky working under this program maint
ained a point standing of 1.46
for boys and 1.59 for girls out of a possible
3.0 points.45 Furthermore, many
of the NYA students were noticeable because of
their increased desire for, and
pleasure in, achievement and it was obvious
that NYA students were grateful
for their chance at college life.
Graduate Aid, the third phase of the Student
Aid program, assisted
students in completing courses in advanced work
. This program, having begun
later, had only two institutigns and forty-seve
n students in Kentucky participating during the first year of operation.46
A selected group of college graduates, unable to find any work or to continue
post-graduate work without some
earnings, was given part-time employment
on a work relief basis. The student must have completed the requirements
for a standard Bachelor's degree
44,.Gene
ral Information Bulletin," No. 7, p. 6.
45T.
T. Jones (Dean of Men) and Mrs. Sarah B. Holm
es (Assistant
Dean of Women), Admiiiisteation of Student
Aid Under NYA at the University of
Kentucky, 1937-38 (Lexington: The University
of Kentucky, 1938), p. 4.
46,"Record of NYA in Kentucky," No. S.
p. 16.
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and must be qualified to do competent advanced work. The Graduate Aid was
not available for students working for Professional Degrees, such as Doctor
of Medicine, nor for those working for a Bachelor's degree such as Bachelor
af Laws, Bachelor of Divinity or any other degree not specifically designated
as Master or Doctor.47 Such students. however, were eligible for participation in the aid for college students which permitted earnings of fifteen dollars per month.
An analysis of the socio-economic background of the Graduate Aid
student in Kentucky showed him to be from a family whose annual income was
$1,022 and whose median size was five persons. Over twenty-eight per cent
1'

of these students were from families whose head was a farm operator or laborer and another twelve per cent from families whose family head was unemployed.48
Funds under the Student Aid Program did reach the neediest group,
and the educators had made a definite effort by means of these funds to extend
democracy to the schools and colleges.49 The expense of supporting such a
program was great, but the return on the money. in the form of an informed
citizenry, more than compensated.

47"NYA Information Primer," No. 11, p. S.
48papc_rs of Alben W. Barkley, p. 5.
49"Review of Activities 1935-36," No. 28, p. 10.
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From the beginning of the NYA in Kentucky. rural youth were a chal1,
lenge. It was difficult to provide sound work for isolated boys and girls who
had no way of getting to and from a construction job a work shop. or a sewing
room in a town twenty miles away from their farms. It was quite often impossible to offer related training to these young people. Thus, an intense
amount of effort and initiative was required on the part of District Managers in
developing projects which could serve the youth who needed them.50
This out-of-school work program. *le second branch of the NYA program, rested on three general premises. First. officials of the NYA determined that relief must be given to needy young persons of working age who
were out of school and unemployed. Second, the NYA proceeded on the idea
that work relief, though more costly, was preferable to direct or outright relief, especially in the case of young persons who had to make their transition
from school to employment. Third, in planning its work projects, the NYA
aimed to attain two ends at once. The projects were to be of use to the community in which they were undertaken and carried out, and they were to provide work experience and training to the employed youth so as to enhance their
"employability."51
Before the young people could be employed, some sort of system for
project selection had to be devised. The National Youth Administration proceeded to set up three general requirements for any project. First, the project
50
51

2.• 7.•
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Papers of Alben W. Barkley, p. 5.
Lewis L. Lorwin, Youth ‘Vork Proorams, p. 19.
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should be a type of project that would employ many youth, with never less than
90 per cent coming from the certified relief rolls. Third. it should not only be
suited to abilities and needs of youth in the immediate area or district but the
project should be favored by the young people themselves.52
In addition to these general requirements the following procedure for
individuals or agencies desiring to promote work projects for young people were
issued: first, to develop the idea into a definite plan or project; second, to

. • Nsira•

ascertain the number of youth eligible to and interested in taking part in the
project; third, to promote community interest arouse public opinion, and seek
contributions.53 In determining its projects the NYA considered the extent to
which local youth needs were met by communities and the possibility of greater
results by pooling Federal and local funds.
The projects attempted and carried out by the NYA might be categorized
as those projects aimed at the economic and social betterment of the individual
participant, and those which included in scope the betterment of the local community as a whole. There is almost no way to determine categories into which
the various projects would fall, because those projects aimed primarily at community development were of untold benefit to the Individual participant.
More specifically, however, projects were divided into four groups:
first, projects for youth community development and recreational leadership;

"!-,1,-
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second, projects of rural youth development; third, public service projec
ts;
fourth. research projects. 54 The first type was to provide part
-time employment of young people from relief families as leaders and assistants
in the
establishment, organization and conduct of recreational and commu
nity activities. The second was to provide part time employment in the follow
ing
areas: improving and beautifying school grounds. minor repairing
of public
buildings. aiding reforestation, aiding the work of state experimental
farms,
developing county or community centers, spreading better farmin
g, sanitation and health practices in rural communities, and maintaining
and enlarging rural library service.

The third was to provide part-time employment

as assistants in various public services to conduct activities outside
the normal
scope of traffic, health and sanitation, and governmental research
agencies.
The fourth was to provide part-time employment in a variety of local
research
projects in local history, tax records, safety campaigns, biologi
cal and agricultural experimental assistance, and other types of research.
Out of $50,000,000 provided for the National Youth Administrati
on,
56
$20,000,000 was allocated to the development of these four types
of projects.
The Administration required that 61 per cent be spent on Commu
nity Development and Recreational Projects, 21 per cent on Rural Youth
Development, 13
54,"Review of Activities 1935 -36." No. 28. p. 28.
55"Review of Activities in Kentucky, 1935-43," No. 29, p. 32.
56,"Review of Activities in Kentucky. 1935-43," No. 29, p. 32.
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per cent on Public Service Projects, and 5 per cent on Research Prop_
Project allotments to each state were made in blanket amounts. Tiles.
ments were made for a three-month period, and the amount of money
state received depended upon that state's relief load.
A youth council; having made a survey of local needs, might i
a project under one of these four divisions and make application to the
NYA Director. However, project proposals might be submitted by pi',
any civic agency not operated for profit.
The official sponsor of any of the four types of Federal projew
.
I

the NYA, but the Federal Government recommended strongly that a cc,be selected for each project. These co-sponsors were highly desirabh
they spread interest in the activity, make contributions of buildings, he
light, fuel or equipment.

58

The NYA in Kentucky followed the recommt

of the National Government fbr co-sponsors in practically every instani,
more than 95 per cent of the materials used in the construction projects
59
Kentucky were furnished by the sponsoring agencies.
In 1935 the construction program in Kentucky began by the rem,
and repairing of public buildings and in the construction of minor buildir
as coal houses and well houses. By 1940, however, the construction pi

51,
"Review of Activities 1935•-36." No. 28, p. 29.
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had developed into such proportions and the youth had shown themselves so
adaptable to this type of work that the Kehtuck

NYA had under construction

such projr:ets as sixteen room, two-story buildiiigs. 60 This area of the program was successful; as thousands of youth on these projects learned good
work habits in addition to skills that led to future employment.
Another important phase of the work projects program

the sewing

projects, operated in Kentucky during the period 1935-1940. The aims of
these projects were: first, the training of the youth. and second, the produclion of garments for needy school children and relief families.61 Special
classes with instruction in homemaking, interior decorating cooking, personal hygiene, child care and first-aid were arranged in connection with the
sewing projects. Those girls participating in the sewing projects learned
desirable work habits such as industry, punctuality. neatness and promptness.
On every project that operated under the NYA program in Kentucky,
health information was given, sometimes by WPA teachers, often by Red
Cross workers, and in many cases by members of the State Department of
Health.62 Groups of youth on both resident and nonresident projects heard
and discussed general problems of health. personal and home hygiene. sanitation, disease prevention, first -aid. home care of the sick. and other
60,.
IlevIew of Activities in Kentucky, 1935-43," No. 29, p. 35.
61"Review of Activities in Kentucky, 1935-43," No. 29, p. 35.
'Review of Activities in Kentucky, 1935.43," No. 29, p. 68.
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matters affecting their well -being. Most of the :7oung people listened with
atlen livcpess and bceausc Ii;t2y \\A. re ;_etting simple new health
ideas ‘vhich they would ut•c for themselvc• and their families were eagerly
alert in their questions.63
During 1939 1940. and 1941. the NYA State Office had on its staff a
person with medical training who headed :he NYA health program in the State. G4
• ••,.

Serving as liaison officer between the organization and the State Health Depart ment, he dissernin.,ted health information assisted in setting up hospital units
and getting them properly staffed at the resident centers. and arranged with
local health officials for giving physical examinations to all youth on the program.
This health program assisted the public health service in its campaign to si-ing
the problems of venereal disease into the open so that medical knowledge could
be applied to them. Because the health officer, usually accompanied by a representative of the Public Health Service, made regular inspection visits to all resident centers in the State, this health program played a prominent part in the
physical surroundings and organizational structure of the resident centers.65
Upon the completion of such an inspection the project supervisors and the youth
were called into general session where the desirable health and sanitation qualities of the center were pointed out and suggestions made for further improvements.
63,.
Review of Activities in Kentucky. 1935-43 " No. 29. p. 68.
64,"Review of Activities in Kentucky, 1935-43;" No. 29. p. 68.
65,
'NYA Work Projects in Kentucky," Report of the National Youll-, Administration for Kentucky (Lonisyille: National Youth Administration; 1937) No. 16.
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NYA boys from different sections of the State built portable tuberculosis isolation huts for the State Board of Health. These huts.. seven feet by
nine feet with three feet screen openings extending around the walls at bed
height, were built by NYA labor with materials furnished by the State Board of
Health.

66

The rate of premature births (and consequently of infant mortality)

was extremely high in some of the rural sections of the State; where hospital
facilities were practically nonexistent. The NYA workshops, using MCA. labor
and Health Department money, built baby incubator..; for various county health
offices. Several hundred of these incubators were built and since electricity
was not available in many rural homes. some of them were built so that they
could be heated by bricks or hot water bottles.67 In addition, from 1936 '0
1942 the NYA built and installed under the sponsorship of the Public Health De68
partment more than 6,000 sanitary toilets for schools and rural homes.
The
materials cost approximately sixteen dollars per unit, and NYA youth did all
construction and installation.
To maintain the policy of having all NYA youth given complete physical
examinations at no cost to them the NYA employed more than three hundred phy69
sicians by the day to administer the examinations.
66
"NYA Work Projects in Kentucky." No. 16, p. 28.
.A Work Projects in Kentucky"
No. 16, p: 28.
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The doctors, for the most part, were very reasonable in their charges,
and the average cost was about one dollar and fifty cents per youth. While the
physical examination served to find out which youth had communicable diseases,
probably the most important service was the health education the youth received
during the process, as 90 per cent of the youth had never before had a physical
70
examination.
When it was found that the youth had physical defects that could
be corrected, every effort was made to do so. One summer the NYA negotiated
with the State Health Department to furnish six dental trailers as completely
equipped as a modern dental office to visit the various projects, clean and examine teeth, make extractions and fillings, and any other work needed. A flat
rate of $2.00 per person was charged to defray expenses, and records ifom one
of the resident projects show that one youth had her teeth cleaned, four extractions and six fillings for $2.00.71
In times of mass unemployment, short working hours, and low pay, the
use of leisure time emerges as a social problem. At this time most communities in Kentucky offered meager recreational facilities for young people who,
while out of school aiiri out of work, were in greatest need of spare-time activities. Those who had a job could afford to pay for membership in some organization that provided these facilities, but the young man or woman whO had little
or no work could afford neither a membership fee for a club nor a dime nor a

""Mwiew of Activities in Kentucky, 1935-43." No. 29, p. 73.
71„../iYA Work
Projects in Kentucky," No. 16, p. 31.
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quarter for a swim, a basketball game, or a gym class.72 Leadership developn.t-nt r,nd t4 divelopment of recreation appreciation were two of the more irri• ,•-•••hr

portant oljectives of recreation projects in Kentucky. In addition, it was hoped
that the worker would benefit mentally, morally physically, and in doing so,

r

discover latent abilities. 73 The recreation projects in Kentucky served an important function at a time when there were thousands of young people with
nothing to do. However, as time went by and NYA activities were directed more
toward an actual work experience and production program_ recreation activities
were relegated to the background. Nevertheless, in 1937 the NYA in Kentucky
had in operation 234 recreation centers, and at the same time, the WPA was be•wa.

ginning to establish recreation projects throughout the State.74
Another type of Federally sponsored activity, the Cultural Projects,
was undertaken by the NYA in Kentucky. These so-called Cultural projects,
arts, crafts, and ceramics, were usually patterned for youth who had special
interests or aptitudes and were for the most part undertaken in sections where
native materials were available at low cost and in plentiful quantities. It was
determined that only articles of definite use would be produced and that those
articles would conform to the elementary principles of art.75 Weaving, as one

72"NYA Work Projects in Kentucky," No. 16, p. 34.
73,"Review of Activities in Kentucky, 1935-43," No. 29, p. 34.
74,"Review of Activities in Kentucky, 1935 43," No. 29, p. 34.
75
"Review of .Activities in Kentucky. 1935-43," No. 29.
P. 75.
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of these projects, was done largely in the mountains of eastern Kentucky where
it had economic justification because there were reasonable earning profits for
mountain youth who could produce wov..m az tieles. Other light occupations such
as chairmaking, basket-weaving, color painting and leather work were considered
part of this Cultural Projects group.
To understand workers in this division, it is necessary to know that
the typical project worker was 19.7 years of age, was a member of a household
of 6.1 persons, and had completed 6.5 years in school.76 Fifty-five per cent of
the time he came from a home whose breadwinner was an agricultural worker,
77
and only sixteen per cent of the time was he from the home of a craftsman.
Of the total number of project workers, only seventeen per cent had gone ...eyond
the eighth grade, five per cent had graduated from high school, one per cent had
completed one year of college, and four ten-thousandths of one per cent had gradu78
ated from college.
Hence, it is easy to draw the conclusion that the educational level of the
project workers was low, and that they were drawn heavily from the ranks of
agricultural workers and unskilled laborers. The two main groups from which
they came are groups which suffered most from economic problems because of
their lack of skill. As a result, the fact that they were most susceptible to

76,
'Basic Information on NYA Workers in Kentucky," No. 1, p. 16.
A

771!Basic Information on NYA Workers in Kentucky," No. 1, p. 17.
78"Basic Information on NYA Workers in Kentucky," No. 1 p. 17.
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adverse economic changes caused them to be unable to educate their
children
to the necessary degree. This condition would have become more seriou
s had
it not been for the fact that the Federal Government stepped in to help
those
who needed educational training. 79
Here, questionable as Federal aid may be, there was no objection
Jr'
it •
47. •4.
•

raised to the fact that the government was not giving a dole, but was
helping
a group prepare themselves to become completely independent of
government
aid of any form. There were those who questioned the methods of the
NYA at
times, but they were few and far between who questioned the thinkin
g and intent
behind such a program. The NYA, though not having an abundance
of funds, did,
through intelligent administration, care for the immediate needs
of many -uid

it;t4'

prepare others to take suitable occupations when job opportunitie
s resumed.
To conclude, although extending beyond the scope of this work, the
NYA
was praised for its work in the early part of World War II.
It had provided a
vital function there which was needed by those persons who were
engaged in the
War. In September, 1943, following the termination
by Congress of the National Youth Administration, the executive director submitted his
resignation and
received the President's heartiest praise. The President
stated that:
. . . though the program had been terminated, its profound
effects on the American people would be carried on.
79
Betty and Ernest K. Lindley, A New Deal for Youth (New York:
The
Viking Press, 1938), p. 214.
80
Samuel I. Rosenman (ed.), Public Papers and Addresses, Vol.
XII,
p. 374.
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CONCLUSION

It is always difficult, to evaluate policies which have been put into
operation, and it is even more difficult if that evaluation is begun while the
program is in effect. With the passage of thirty-one years since the inception
of the New Deal, it is safe to attempt to determine the worth of its various
phases in Kentucky.
It must be kept in mind that the ultimate goal of all agencies mentioned
in this work was to give relief to destitute persons without lowering their selfrespect and morale. Bearing this in mind, the initial observation is that the
earliest relief program, the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, was
timid in its approach to relief. Although, for the most part it provided direct
aid, it was not in existence long enough to have an adverse effect on the morale
of its recipients. Its programs were neither far-reaching nor of lasting value;
they were not intended to be.
To bolster morale, a program of public works was initiated. It had
been difficult to convince the conservatives of the country that spending by
the Federal Government in time of depression did not spell doom for the
economy. One may question whether or not work relief is advantageous to
the one who receives it. This and other questions were discussed from the
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halls of Congress to the hying-room of the average home. They were
debated
long and ardently, generally shedding more heat than light. In determ
ining the
ultimate value of the work relief program, one must look not so much
at its
provision of wages and employment to those in need. but to the quality
and
appropriateness of the work projects to the skills of the unemployed.
The
writer wishes to look at each of the relief programs individually.
The Civil Works Administration, as a stop-gap measure, was not
expected to accomplish tremendous results, therefore, the works progra
m in
Kentucky was carried out through the Public Works Administration. the
Works
Progress Administration, and the Work Projects division of the Nationa
l
Youth Administration.
In evaluating the Public Works Administration in Kentucky, it is
impossible to overlook the number of Kentuckians saved from starvation
and
other such perils to human existence by its jobs. Its vast State construction
projects are the most noticeable testimonies to the accomplishments
of the
Public Works Administration. Kentucky procured, through funds and
labor of
PWA, numerous public buildings, recreational centers, and miles of
paved
roads. True, some of those construction projects have not proven
themselves
worth the cost, but where one such project can be found. thousands of
others
across the State are monuments to the merit of its program. As a panace
a
for the economic ills of the country, the Public Works Administration was
a
miserable failure

The PWA was not a failure, however, because it was only

one link in a chain of agencies whose avowed purpose was
to restore the economic
freedom of the so-called Forgotten Man

As a link, it was not even

Nk eak•

for

if it had been, economic recovery would not have been accomplish
ed.
The second major link in the three-link economic rehabilitation chain
was the Works Progress Administration

The work of the WPA in Kentucky

was Worth little in one sense and worth much in another.
Its work was worth
little in the sense that its projects, completed by unskilled worke
rs, were,
in many cases, done poorly and their

value

was less permanent

Its work was

worth much in the sense that it employed a higher percentage
of workers,
who, as unskilled persons, would not have been able to
find jobs elsewhere.
This was particularly significant to Kentucky since at that time
it had a high
percentage of unskilled workers.
The WPA in Kentucky achieved political significance over and
above
all other relief agencies. The conclusion drawn here is
that the WPA was
used by the local politicians in their campaigns. Althou
gh many of the accusations leveled against the WPA administrators over the State
were not true,
it is concluded that the work it performed was often deter
mined in the light
of the political needs of its administrators. To be sure, the
relief measures
helped to fasten control of the Democratic Party in Kentu
cky, and certainly
the political activities of the Works Progress Administrati
on achieved toward
that end. In all fairness, however, the chief political signif
icance of the WPA
in Kentucky was the fact that workers on its rolls and
their families rarely
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voted against an Administration that. had befriended them. Considered in
sheerly economic terms WPA expenditui es contributed importantly to substantial progress toward recovery between 1935 and 1940.
The third major link in the economic rehabilitation chain, the
National Youth Administration, was established to equalize opportunities for
youth. The school and its opportunities had had no meaning to thousands of
Kentucky young people. This was no fault of the teacher nor the would-be
pupil, but it was the fault of our economic system.
Society has always faced hardships. Youth, an integral part of
society, has faced hardships and continues to be confronted with them. The
purpose of NYA was not to lessen the hardships that young people had tc
endure, but it was an attempt to equip them to face those hardships. The
NYA in Kentucky worked to build up an allergy to passiveness and inactivity
among youth. It imparted knowledge and skills that were important in the
degree to which they increased the individual's potentialities for social
growth and effectiveness. It dealt with a group of youth who needed some of
the Horatio Alger philosophy to give them confidence

In essence, it was

given the task of making silk purses out of sow's ears, and surprisingly
enough, it succeeded in many instances in doing that very thing.
The National Youth Administration made the youth of Kentucky realize
that the greatest satisfaction comes from a sense of personal responsibility,
tf

and that did much to cement the foundation against the degrading idea of
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"something for nothing.” With the return of self-respect to these Kentuckians
came a renewed determination to be a self-supporting citizen.
Several persons, particularly professional educators; felt that the
National Youth Administration had many weaknesses. They considered the
program: to be left in the hands of persons inexperienced in educational work;
to be separated too clearly from the regularly constituted educational agencies;
to be centralized too much in the hands of the Federal authorities; to be instrumental in pitting the schools into politics; and, to be too interested in the
teacher's economic need and not interested enough in his professional competency
to do the job. Kentucky educators, though finding fault in its organization,
approved of the National Youth Administration some 80 per cent strong.
For too long a time books and book learning in Kentucky in the higher
educational institutions had been the possession of a very few at the top of the
social scale. The NYA took great strides toward changing that.
The success of all relief programs depended, in the last analysis, on
the spirit and efficiency with which they were carried out. These programs
were carried out to their conclusion in Kentucky largely through able and honest
management.
It may be said that despite criticisms of rule by decree and extensive
centralization, Kentuckians were infinitely pleased with the New Deal relief
program. This program, coupled with other areas of the New Deal, brought
tremendous victories for Roosevelt in Kentucky.
„
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In conclusion, the writer wishes to quote John
B Rodes, a well-known
Kentucky Jurist.
Empty stomachs are the greatest cause
of revolution; Franklin D.
Roosevelt filled them.
The New Deal in Kentucky did what had to
be done.
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